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設(M" ， g)為 n維流形 'g 為 M上的一個黎曼度量。我們會在第一章
中給出一些基本的定義及引入一些有用的符號。在第二章，我們會
應用熱方程方法去証明 Hodge 定理。 Hodge 定理指出作用於
COOA"T. M的 Laplacian 算子的特徵值 λ 可以排列起來，而且有
COOAPT. M的一個么正基。這使我們得到 Hodge 分解及有 Ker /1"與
H，~?( M)為同構。由此我們得出 Euler 示性數跟熱算子e-/ð.P 的熱核
叭叭， x吋)的關係
χ以(M)恃至 乏(卜一 l)P吋叫>}d副imH的;;本μj品以}μ(M)= 乏(←一 l)P吋叫7dωimKe叮叫rLXρ =2:(←一 l )fJTr e-/6P = 2: (←一 1) 1' fM tr eP叭圳J(t川，
同時由熱核的漸近展開式及 χ以(M的)與時間無關，我們可得
χ以(川川M的)=(μ4何州π )-吋→叫叫11川川叮，;川/甩127j





以參考[12] 、 [13] 、 [15]及[17] 。
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Abstract 
In this thesis, we will study the properties of the Laplacian and the heat equa-
tion method. We will only consider a Riemannian manifold (M", g) which is com-
pact, oriented, connected and without boundary. In chapter 1，we give the basic 
definitions and introduce some notations. In chapter 2, we use the heat equation 
approach to prove the Hodge theorem, which states that there exists an orthonor-
mal basis of C°°A^T*M consisting of eigen-vectors of the Laplacian, leading to the 
〜 
Hodge decomposition and the isomorphism h : Ker bP ^ H^j^{M) by u) ^ ~"> [u • 
From this, we have the relation between the Euler characteristic and the kernel 
of AP, x{M) = ^{-l)PdimH^j^{M) = X)(-l)MimKerA^'. On the other hand, 
we have X;( - l )MimKerA 二 X)(-l)^Tre"^^" 二 E ( _ l F /Mtre^(^,x,x), where 
e^{t, X, y) is the heat kernel of the heat operator e _ , " acting on smooth p-forms. 
At the same time, e^(t, x, x) has the asymptoic expansion (47rt)"^/^ Y^ T=o 以【(工,工)一. 
Finally, since x(M) is independent of t, we get 
X(M) = (47r)-^/2 [ ^{-l)Ptiul{x,x) dvol 
)M p=o 
where k = n/2. The Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem says that 
n 
(47T)-"/2 ^{-l)Ptlul{x, X) dV0l 
p=0 
is the Euler form and can be expresses by the components Rijki of the curvature 
tensor. In the proof of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem, we use the supertrace 
and the Weitzenbock formula which will be discussed in the chapter 3. The proof 
will be given in chapter 5. We construct the heat kernel in chapter 4. The basic 
work will be done in chapter 3. In the final section, we give an introduction of 
the Atiyah-Singer Index theorem, drawing on the detailed discussions in [12], [13], 
15] and [17 . 
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The Laplacian on a Riemannian 
Manifold 
In this chapter we present the basic definitions and facts to be used in the sub-
sequent chapters. 
1.1 Riemannian metrics 
Let M be an n-dimensional, orientable, connected, compact Riemannian manifold 
without boundary. For each point x e M, the tangent space to M at x will be 
denoted by T^M and the tangent bundle of M will be denoted by TM. The 
cotangent space and the cotangent bundle will be denoted by T*M and T*M 
respectively. The Riemannian metric g on M associates to each x G M an inner 
product on T^M, which we denote by gJ^�•). 
Note that since Qx is a bilinear form on T^M, it is an element of T*M^T*M. 
To say that g varies smoothly just means that g is a smooth section of the bundle 
T*M^T*M. 
We express the Riemannian metric in local coordinates as follows. Let (xi,...，Xn) 
be coordinates near x and di denotes 嘉.Sometime, we also denote 嘉 by ^ . 
5 
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Any V, w G T^M can be written as 
n n 








Thus, Qx is determined by the symmetric, positive definite matrix 
{oiA^)) = [gx{di, dj)^ 
Note that while the metric g is defined on all of M, the gij{x) are defined only in 
a coordinate chart. We write 
^ ^ 
g 二 2_^ 9ij dx^ 0 dx] 
i,j 
where dx^ is dual to di and gij are smooth functions for all i, j. Let hij — 
9x(dy.,dyj) be the matrix of the metric g in another coordinate chart with coor-
dinates (yi,...，yn), then on the overlap of the charts, we have 
^ dxk dxi 
h f \ ^ ‘ W ， i . 
We also have dy^ = {dyi/dxk)dx^ and Y^^,i 9ki dx^ 0 dx^ 二 J2i,j hij dy' (g) dyK 
1.2 Z/2 Spaces of Functions and Forms 
Definition 1.2.1 The volume form of a Riemannian metric g is defined to be 
the top dimensional form dvol which in local coordinates is given by 
dvol 二 ^ det^ dx^ 八 . . .A dx^, 
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whenever (¾!,...,氏„) is a positively oriented basis ofT^M and detg = det{gij). 
The volume of (M, g) is defined to be 
vol{M) = / dvol{x). 
JM 
Let (x/i, ...，yn) are another coordinates at x and h = {gx{dyi,〜)）then 
V d e t h ^ i A . . . A ^ n = ^det(^g:,{dy, , ^ . ) ) det^|^) dx^ A . . . A dx^ 
= d e t ( ^ ) det ( ^ ) y / ^ d x ' A . . . A dx^ 
= \ J d e t g dx^ 八..•八 cb:\ 
Definition 1.2.2 The Hilbert space L^{M, g) is defined to be the completion of 
C^{M) (the set of smooth functions on M with compact support) with respect to 
the inner product 
(/, g) = / f{x)g{x) dvoL 
JM 
Let C^N^T*M be the space of smooth differential forms of degree p on M, p 二 
0，1,... ,71. C^h*T*M denotes the space of smooth differential form of mixed 
degree. 
Recall that if V is a finite dimensional vector space with an inner product 
〈.，•〉，then there is an isomorphism 
a : V ~^ F* 
where a{v) = v* satisfies v*{w) — {v, w) for v, w G V. V* inherits an inner 
product, also denoted〈•，.〉，given by {v*, w*) = {v, w). 
In particular, a Riemannian metric g on a manifold induces an inner prod-
uct, also denoted g, on each cotangent space T*M under the isomorphism a 
constructed above. We also use a to denote the bundle isomorphism 
a : TM ^^ T*M 
induced by a in each fiber. 
In local coordinates, set g” 二 g(doci,docj) then (p") = {9ij)'^-
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Definition 1.2.3 The Hilhert space L^A^T*M is defined to be the completion of 
C^A^T*M with respect to the global inner product 
{^,ri) = / p(o;,7/) dvol{x). 
JM 
Similarly, the inner product g induces an inner product g on T^M®.. .<^TxM, 
hence on each hPT*M. We can consider the global inner product to be 
(a, p) = [ g(a, P) dvol, for a , p G C^K^T*M. 
JM 
Definition 1.2.4 The Hilhert space L^A^T*M is defined to be the completion of 
C^APT*M with respect to {a,0). 
Note that if a = Ofi 八 . . .A a^, p = P^  A . . . A |3P, then 
^ {a\P')…{a\pP) ^ 
g{a,P) = det ： .•• ： . 
� � a � # � . . . � a P D ) 
1.3 The Laplacian on Functions and Forms 
Let X G M and a C^ real-valued function f defined on a neighborhood of rr, then 
to each X 6 T^M is associated the directional derivative of f at x in the direction 
X, denoted by Xf, and defined by 
幻=(/”)'(0) 
where ？⑴ is any path in M satisfying 7(O) = x and 7'(O) = X. 
Definition 1.3.1 Given a real-valued C^, k > 1； function f on M, we define 
the gradient of f , V /，to be the vector field on M for which 
( V / , X > - X / 
for all X e TM. 
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In local coordinates Xi,...，Xn, for any vector field X = Yl^=i 义^这， 
Xf = J2 x% f = E x%gj% f = � X , E(^''^ /)¾) 




Definition 1.3.2 The divergence of X is defined to be the real-valued function 
given by 
{-divX, f) = ( X , V / ) . (1.1) 
For any function f G C^{U), we have 
(X, V / ) 二 [ {X,Wf)dvol 
JM 
= f {x% , g'^dkfdj)dvol 
Ju 




二 — f , 1 fdj (X' Jdet g) Jdet g dx^... dx^ 
Ju vdetg 
= “ - • 贴 ！ 翻 〉 
thus 
divX = i di{X'Jd^). 
Vdet g 
Remark: In chapter 3, we shall introduce the covariant derivative and check that 
divX = trace(F n^ VyX) 
Definition 1.3.3 We define the Laplacian on functions to be A = —div o •，a 
second order differential operator. In local coordinates, we get 
A / - _ ^ ^ ¾ ( 一 ^ ^ ^ a i / ) . 
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This definition is a generalization of the Laplacian A = — Y1 d^/dx] on M". In 
the following, second definition will be given ,which generalizes to the Laplacian 
on forms. 
We denote the section of TM by T{TM) . Observe that under the isome-
try isomorphism a : T{TM) ^ T{T*M) = A^T*M (cf. section 1.2), we have 
a{Vf) = df, since ( V / , X ) = Xf = {df){X). For any u e C^A^T*M, 
{uj, df) = (a-^u;,a-^df) = (a-'cj,Vf) = (-diva-'cu,Vf). 
Therefore, ifwe define S : A^T*M ^ C°°(M) by J(o;) = -div{a-^{u)), we have 
{Su, f) = (o;, df) for all � e C^A^T*M, / G C^{M). 
In local coordinates, let u = Uidx^ and a{X) — cj. Then 
(^, df) = / g{u, df)dvol 
JM 
= f g{X,Vf)dvol 
JM 
= ( " 7 = ^ ( ^ ^ V d ^ ) ^ / ) 
=〈_^^^物"^/^的),/〉， 
thus 
S(i0) = -^^^^i{g'^^/^Ui) 
and this expression is independent of the choice of local coordinates. 
As a second definition, we define the Laplacian by A = Sd. This is the same 
as our first definition, since Sdf = (-div a'^){aVf) 二 —div V / . 
To generalize the Laplacian to forms, we introduce the Hodge star operator, 
which is a pointwise isometry * = ^^  : A^T*M ~^ k^~^T*M. Choose a positively 
oriented orthonormal basis {^^,...，6^} of T*M. Since * is a linear transforma-
tion, we just need to define * on a basis element 0” A . . . A 0^^ (ii < . . . < ip) of 
hPT;M. Note that 
dvol{x) = v^det(<6^6>0)6>iA...A6>n 
= 6 > i A . . . A 6 T 
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Definition 1.3.4 *(6>“ 八•.. A 6>巧=0力 A . •. A 0j" where 6>“ A . . . A 0'^ A 6>力 A 
...A Q^-p = dvol{x). 
Definition above is independent of the choice of orthonormal basis. Further 
* * {9'' A . . . A 6'^ ) = *(^iA...A6>"^_ni) 
=(-1尸("-”)61“八...八6>\ 
hence 
*2 = {-l)pi^-p)ld (1.2) 
on hPT*M, where dimM = n. 
In particular, *1 = dvol and ^dvol = 1. We now prove the following crucial 
propery of * : 
Foro;, rj e A^T*M, {uj, rf)j, dvol = uj A *77. 
Proof: 
Both sides of the equation are linear in uj and rj, so we may assume 
uj 二 6>“ 八...八 Qip , 77 = 6>力 A . . . A 0 � 
Then 
{u, ”％ dvol =�6>“ A ...八 6>‘，6^ ' A ...八 0jp) dvol 
=士浩：：二；—'， 
The last step follows from�6>�9^) 二 dj. 
cjA*T] = (6/“A...A6>‘）A*(6>"^iA...A6>〜） 
= 炉 1 八...八 0ip 八 6>“ 八...八 6>^ -p 
—ir {nv , ip } j / _ 土001’"4}咖0{, 
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where 阶 A . . . A 6^^ A 0“ A . . .八 0i" = dvoL 
When {n , . . . ,Zp} = {ji:---Jp}, 
±艰:::::过=叫_)， 
where a is the permutation of { j i , . . . ,jp} and sgn(a) is the sign of 
a. • 
Thus on p-forms we may express the global inner product in two ways: 
(co, rf) = / g{uj, Tj) dvol = / a;A*". 
JM JM 
For the exterior derivative d : A^ ~> 八州，where A^ denotes the space of 
p-forms, let cj G A^ and a G 八州，by (1.3) and Stokes，theorem apply on M 
without boundary, we have 
{du;, Qf) = / duj A * a 
JM 









Hence the adjoint S^^^ : A +^^  ~> KP of d on p-forms is given by 
妒+1 二 (_i)np+i*^/* 
and in particular, S = Ji = — * d^. Thus, the Laplacian on functions on a 
Riemannian manifold is given by 
A / = Sdf = — * d * df. 
Now we define the Laplacian on p-forms. 
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Definition 1.3.5 The Laplacian on p-forms on a Riemannian manifolds is given 
by 
AP = y+i(F + dP-^Sr 
Chapter 2 
Hodge Theory for Functions and 
Forms 
In this chapter, we will prove the Hodge theorem for compact, connected, ori-
entes Riemannian manifolds, which states that there is an orthonormal basis of 
L^(M, g) such that the Laplacian diagonalizes with respect to this basis 
卜 彳 
A � 义2 • 
V •• / 
We will also prove the corresponding theorem for the Laplacian acting on ；？-forms. 
2.1 Analytic Preliminaries 
The proof of Hodge theorem depends on some standard Sobolev space analysis 
in Euclidean space, suitably generalized to compact manifolds. 
We first recall the definition of the Sobolev spaces of complex valued functions. 
Let Q, C M^  is open with compact closure Q. We consider the following norm , 
i i m : ( E i i w i i ^ ) * , 
i^ i<s 
14 
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where a = ( a i , . . . , an), aj G Z+ U {0} is a multi-index with \a\ = ^j aj and 
^ai+...+an 
〜 产 丨 ^ ^ ' 
We now define the Sobolev space. 
Definition 2.1.1 The Sobolev space Hs{^) ，for s = 0,1, . . . , n, is define to be 
the completion ofCf[Q) with respect to the norm || • ||s. 
Note that Ho{n) 二 L^{^). 
In this section, we let dx, dy, d^, etc., denote Lebesgue measure on R^ with an 
additional normalizing factor of (27r)_"2 With this normalization, the integral 
[e-il^l'(ix = l. 
JR" 
However, it is not important for the following works. We now define the Fourier 
transform on R^ by 
u{^) = [ e-'^-^u{x) dx 
JMJ' 
and the convolution by 
(it * v){x) = / u{x — y)v{y) dy. 
^R" 
For this moment ^ € E"; when we consider operators on manifolds, it will be 
natural to regard ^ as an element of the fiber of the cotangent space. 
Lemma 2.1 (i) The Fourier transform is an isometry on C^(R") in the L^ 
norm, and so extends to an isometry of L^ (R^). 
(ii) tT*l} = u . d, uv = u * V. 
(in) u{x) = 4„ e^-^(0 叱 
(iv) D^u{0 = e M O . {Here f = ffi • •.. • ^ for f = ( 6 , . . - , 0 - ) 
(v) J^o = Di(0. 
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The proof of the above lemma can be found in many texts( [7], [8] and [13]). We 
will not give the proof here. Recall that we say two norms || . “ � and || . ！丨⑵ on 
a vector space are equivalent, denoted by || .丨丨⑴记 || •“⑵，if there exist positive 
constants C1,C2 such that Ci 丨丨/丨丨⑴ < 丨丨/丨丨⑵ < c^ 丨丨/丨丨⑴ for all f in the vector 
space. 
Lemma 2.2 For f e C�(ff)，we have 
wfws^([ i / ( O P ( i + i e r r ^ f ) ' - (2.1) 
\ jRrt / 
Proof: 
By the lemma 2.1, we have 
11/11? = E l l ^ " / I l 2 
l«l<s 
= Y ^ WD f^Wl (By lemma 2.1 (i).) 
I«l<s 




There exist constants C1,C2 such that 
ci(i + i e p r < ( ^ i r n < c 2 ( i + i fpr , . 
I^ I<S 
since all three terms are ploynomials in ^ of the same degree. The 
lemma follows. • 
The right hand side of (2.1) is defined for all s G E, so we can define Sobolev 
spaces Hs{fl) for all s 6 R to be the completion of C°°(Q) with respect to 
11/11. = ( / inm^+mdA'. (2�2) 
\ jRri , 
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This extends the previous definition. Using the fact that (1 + | p^)^  > (1 + |^ p)^  
for s > t, it is easy to see that if s > t > 0 > r, we have continuous inclusions 
Hs 4 Ht 4 Ho = L^ 4 Hr. 
We need two important theorems about Sobolev spaces, Sobolev Embedding 
theorem and Rellich-Kondarechov Compactness theorem. First, note that f G 
Hk{^) if f G C^{^l). The Sobolev embedding theorem is a partial converse to 
this. 
Theorem 2.1 (Sobolev Embedding Theorem) 
feHkm=^feC'{U),^s<k-^. 
Proof: 
In our proof, we use (2.2) to replace ||. ||s. We first consider the case 
s = 0, i.e. if k > f，then f G Hk =» f G C^. 
f{x) = [ e W / ( O f ^ (By lemma 2.1 (m).) 
JR^ 
=[6树/(0(1 + 旧〒/2(1 + 旧2)-"2叱 
JR^ 
We apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to estimate: 
i / w P < i i / i i ^ [ (i + ie|2)-'^， 
JR^ 
since k > f , (1 + |^p)"^ is integrable, so /股“1 + |CP)"^(/^ = C is 
finite and 
|/W|<Ci||/||,. 
Any f e Hk is the ^- l imit of compactly supported smooth functions 
fi . The last equation implies that fi ~> f uniformly, and so f is 
continous. 
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For s > 0，fix s and choose f G Hk with k > 5+|. For any multi-index 
a with |a| S s, we have 






ir|2(i + i e i y - i " i < c ( i + i f i y 
for some constant C. This implies that D°^ : Hk ~^ Hk-\a\ is contin-
uous. By the first part of the proof, we conclude that D^f G C^ for 
all |a| < s. and so f G C\ • 
Corollary 2.1 
f e n,eRr^ff^n)台 f e C^{U). 
Recall that a map from one Banach space to another is called compact if the 
image of every bounded sequence contains a convergent subsequence. 
Theorem 2.2 (Rellich-Kondarechov Compactness Theorem) Ift > s, 
then the inclusion i : Ht{^) ^ Hg{Q) is compact. 
Proof: 
Let { f n } C Ht have \\fn\\t < 1- Now, we claim that a subsequence 
of { fn} converges uniformly on compact subsets of R^. Let cj) be 
a smooth compactly supported function with 0 三 1 on Q. Denote 
Dj = {-i)d/d^j, we have fn — 4>. fn and 
lA/n(OI = | D j ^ ( O I 
= | i V ^ / n ) ( O I 
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= [ D j ^ { ^ - r ] ) f n { r ] ) d r ] 
JR^ 
= [ D M — V)fn{v){l + l"|2)"2(l + |"|2)-"2 drj 
jRn 
< ([\D,^{^-rj)\'{l + \rj\')-uS'-
\ jR^ , 
([to|2(l + W 2 ) � ” 
\ JRri , 
二 C{OWfnWt 
< c{0, 
where we have used Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and set 
C(G^(J lDM-rj)l'{l + lrjlY'dvf. 
\ JR^ , 
Since C(f ) is a continuous function, it is bounded on compact f-sets. 
This shows that each Djfn is uniformly bounded on compact ^-sets. 
A A 
A similar estimate holds for |/n(OI. This implies that { fn} form 
a uniformly bounded equi-continuous family on compact ^-sets. By 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we have the existence of a sub-sequence 
/N /S 
of { /n} , which we still call { /n} , converging uniformly on compact 
^-sets. 
Since Hg is complete, we need to show that { fn} is Cauchy sequence. 
For fixed r > 0, 
Wfn-fmWl = [ |/n(0-/m(0|2(l + K|2)s^ 
JR^ 
=[|/n(0-/m(0|2(l + |e|2m 
l^ei<r 
+ [ |/n(0-/m(e)|2(l + K|2m. 
A^l>r 
Since t > s, we have (1 + \^\^ > (1 + ry-'{l + |fp)^ for \^\ > r. 
[|/n(0-/m(0|2(l + K|2m 
A^l>r 
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For r sufficiently large, this term is as small as desired. The remaining 
/v 
part of the integral is over |^ | < r. {fn} converges uniformly on the 
compact set. This show that { fn} is a Cauchy sequence in Hs. • 
2.2 The Hodge Theorem for Functions 
Theorem 2.3 (Hodge Theorem for Functions) Let (M, g) he a compact con-
nected oriented Riemannian manifold. There exists an orthonormal basis of 
L^{M, g) consisting of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian. All the eigenvalues are 
positive, except that zero is an eigenvalue with multiplicity one. Each eigenvalue 
has finite multiplicity, and the eigenvalues accumulate only at infinity. 
In this section, we will use the heat equation to prove the Hodge theorem. 
First, we define the Sobolev spaces on manifolds. Let {Ui C 股〜灼}, (f : Ui — M, 
be a locally finite coordinate cover of M, with Ui compact in ET'. Take a partition 
of unity {pi] subordinate to Ui. 
Definition 2.2.1 The Sobolev space Hg{M) is defined to be the completion of 
C^{M) with respect to 
ll/l|s = (El l(A. . / )O^Il9lZ2. 
i 
Since M is compact, the above definition is well-defined and Ho{M) is natu-
rally isomorphic to L^{M, g). The embedding theorem and compactness theorem 
also hold for compact manifolds. We now introduce the heat kernel for functions. 
The heat kernel e{t,x,y) e C°°(M+ x M x M) such that 
f (^ + A,)e(t,x,y) = 0， （2 )^ 
�limt^Qjj^e{t,x,y)f{y) dy = f{x). 
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Here A^ denotes the Laplacian acting in the x variable and the abbreviation 
dy = dvol{y) denotes the variable of integration. The existence of e{t, x, y) will 
occupy Chapter 4. We now need the Duhamel's principle to prove the symmetry 
and the uniqueness of the heat kernel. 
Duhamel's principle: Let u,v be continuous functions on M x (0, t), both 
C^ in the space variable and C^ in the time variable. Then for all [a, /?] C (0，t) 
we have 
/ u{t — p, z)v{P, z) — u{t — a, z)v(a, z) dz 
JM 
=/ dr / u{t - r, z){dr + Az)v{r, z) - {dr + ^z)u[t - r, z)v{T, z) dz. 
Ja JM 
Proof: 
u{t — r, z){dr + A^)v(r, z) - {dr + A^)u{t — r, z)v(r, z) 
= u { t - r, z){A^v){r, z) — {A^u){t - r, z)v{r, z) 
^dr{u{t - r, z)v{r, z)) 
Applying Green's formula, the result follows. • 
Lemma 2.3 The function e{t, x, y) on M satisfying (2.3) is unique and symmet-
ric in the two space variable. 
Proof: 
Let ei{t,x,y), e2{t,x,y) satisfy (2.3), set 
u{r, z) = ei(r, x, z), v{r, z) 二 e2(r, y, z) 
and apply Duhamel's principle. Let a ~> 0 and j3 ^ t. Then one 
obtains 
ei{t,x,y) 二 e2(t,y,a:) 
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If we apply the argument to any given heat kernel e(t, x, y), by seting 
ei{t, X, y) = e2{t, X, y) = e(t, x, y), we obtain 
e(t,x,y) = e(t,y,x) 
for all X, y G M. So any heat kernel is symmetric in the space vari-
ables. But then, when given arbitrary ei{t, x, y)，e2(t,oo,y), we apply 
the symmetry to ei{t, x, y), then this implies ei{t, x, y) — e2{t, x, y). 
This finishes the proof. • 
If we define the heat operator 6一込 by 
e-'^f{x) - [ e(t,x,y)f[y)dy, 
JM 
then e"*^/(x) solves the heat equation with initial condition f{x) G L^{M): 
setting / (t , x) = e"^^/(x), we have 
(^ + A , ) / ( t , x ) - 0 , 
{m/(^,^) = / W -
In a coordinate chart, by abuse of notation we write 
D^e-'^f{x) = [ D^e{t,x,y)f{y)dy. 
JM 
Since e(t,x, y) is smooth in x, we see that for f G L^{M), e-t&f 6 C^{M) for all 
t, k, and so e - ^ f e Hs{M) for all t, s. 
Moreover, we claim that: If fi ^ 0 in L^{M), then e~*^fi ~> 0 in H [ 
Proof: 
Fix t, e{t,oc,y) is a smooth function on the product of the closure of 
a domain Q x Q, then fi — 0 in L^{Q) implies 
dj / e{t,x,y)fi{y) dy= / dje{t,x,y)fi{y) dy ^ 0 
Jn Jn 
uniformly on Q. Conclude that \ \dje~^ f^i\\2 ^  0; similarly \ \e~^ f^i\\2 ~> 
0. Then use a partition of unity argument to extend the result to M. 
• 
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As a result, e—込:L^{M) ~^ Hi{M) is continuous. The composition 
Ho = L^ ' ^ Hi A Ho = L^ 
of a continuous operator with a compact operator is compact. We denote the 
composition i o e—込 still by e~^ ,^ so e"^^ : L^ ~> L^ is compact. 
We now claim that: e~^^ is self-adjoint: 
Proof: 
By the symmetry of the heat kernel e(t, x, y), we have 
(e-'^f,g) = J ( J e{t,x,y)f{y)dy)g{x)dx 
二 / : ( / : 偏 _ ( # 
二� / , e -� . (2.4) 
• 
By the spectral theorem for self-adjoint, compact operators on Hilbert space, 
L^ has an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenfunctions for the heat operator 
6一仏 with eigenvalues 7 (^^ ) ~> 0 as i ^ 00. We write this as 
《7iW � 
6 -込〜 ••• 
7nW 
V . . ) 
We now show that ji(t) is strictly positive. To do this, we first show that the 
heat operator has semigroup property. 
Lemma 2.4 已-〜-仏 二 e_"+")A. 
Proof: 
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For t > s > 0, 
已 + 恤 一 / ⑷ 二 e-(^-^)^^(^|^e{s,z,y)f(y)dy){x) 
= J e{t - 5, X, z) ^ J^ e{s, z, y)f{y) dy^ dz 
= J ( J e{t - 5, X, z)e{s, z, y) dz^ f{y) dy, 
so g-(^-s)Ag-sA has the integral kernel 
/ e{t — 5, rr, z)e{s, z^ y) dz. 
JM 
Now we want to show 
/ e{t - 5, X, z)e{s, z, y) dz = e{t, x, y). 
JM 
That is show it satisfies (2.3). Obviously, we have 
(dt + A r ) ( J e(t - 5 , X, z)e(s, z, y) dz^ = 0. 
Since t > s > 0， we have s ~> 0 as t ^ 0. Then we use (2.3) for 
e{s,z,y), w e g e t 
l™ L ( L 6(力—^'工，力6(\ 之， y ) 办 ) f ( y ) dy 
= l m J e{t - 5, X, z) ( l i m J e{s, z, y)f{y) dy�dz 
= l i m / eit, X, z) f(z) dz 
" o L � ) � ) 
=/W. 
Thus J^ e{t — 5, X, z)e{s, z, y) dz has the two defining properties of the 
heat kernel, so by lemma 2.3, we must have 
e(t,30,y)= / e{t-s,x,z)e{s,z,y) dz. 
JM 
In other words 
g-<A = e_(t-s)Ag-sA, 
which finishes the proof. • 
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By the semigroup property, we can show t h a t � ( t ) > 0. Since 
{e-'^fJ) = {e-i^e-i^fJ) 
=(e-t^/,e-t^/) 
> 0, (2.5) 
we certainly have ji{t) > 0. If some ji{t) = 0，then there exists f + 0 with 
e_t^f = 0. As above, we have 
0 = { e - ' ^ f J ) = {e-i^f,e-i^f), 
which implies e~i^f = 0. Repeating this argument gives e~^^f = 0, etc. This 
yields f — limt_^ _o ^~*^f = 0, a contradiction. Thus all the ji{t) are strictly 
positive. 
We now relate the eigenvalues of the heat operator with the eigenvalues of the 
Laplacian. First, we claim that: there exists Aj G E such that 
7zC0 = e-'“ 
for all t. 
Proof: 
Let {ui{t)} be an orthonormal basis for L^{M) such that 
e-'^uJi{t) = 7i(t)c i^(t). 
In fact, uJi{t) is independent of t, since the equation 
^sA^-tA = g-(s+t)A 二 g-iAg-sA 
implies that the operators e~^^ can be simultaneously diagonalized 
for all t. Thus e'^^uOi = ^i{t)uJi and 
0 = (^ + A)(e-Mo;,) 
二 {dt + /^)ii{t)ui 
=j'i^i + 7iAo>'i, 
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where j^ denotes dt^i. Since we know ji > 0, we may write 
\ui = -^uji. (2.6) 
li 
The left hand side of this equation is independent of t, which implies 
7i 广 —G, 
li 
with a constant C which depends only on i and not on t. Thus 
solving the differentail equation, we have ^i[t) = C'e_kt, f。！ some 
real number \ . As t — 0, e~*^ goes to the identity. This forces 




/ e-xit \ 
e-仏� g-A2i 
V •• / 
with respect to the basis {ui} in L^{M, g). • 
In fact, A^  are the eigenvalues of Laplacian. By (2.6) and (2.7), we have 
A -Aie-似 、 
AcJj = n—^i = XiU)i. 
e_Ait 
Thus, with respect to the same basis {0;¾}, we have the desired diagonalization 
of the Laplacian: 
卜 1 A � A2 
V .• / 
Remarks: (1) The eigenvalues \ of A are nonnegative, since 
(A/ , / ) = {Sdf, f) = {df, df) > 0. 
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The 0-eigenspace of A is easy to determine. If Af = 0, then 
0 = {AfJ) = {df,df). 
Therefore, df = 0. Since M is connected, f is a constant function. Hence, 0 is an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity one. Since e~^^ is a compact operator, its eigenvalues 
e_tXi all have finite multiplicity and accumulate only at 0. Thus we can list the 
eigenvalues of A: 
0 = Ai < A2 < A3 < A4 < . . . 个 oo. 
The proof of the Hodge theorem for functions is finished. 
Since the eigenvalues go to infinity, A is always an unbounded operator on 
L2(M). 
(2) Consider the formal sum ^ - e'^'*oJi{x)ui{y). For / G L^{M, g)，we can 
write 
f = Y1 CLiUJi; ai =�/, iJi) = / f . Ui dvol. 
i JM 
lim J (j2e_WuiMui(y))fMdy = lim^e"^^^a;,(x) J Ui{y)f{y)dy % % 
— l i m ^ e~ '^^ uJi{x)ai t 0^ 
i 
=lim^e-^^7(x) 
= m : 
This shows that formally the heat kernel has the exprssion ^ - e'^'*uji{x)u;i{y). 
We will show later that this sum converges nicely to e{t, x, y) in chapter 4. 
2.3 The Hodge Theorem for Forms 
Theorem 2.4 (Hodge Theorem for Forms) Let (M, g) be a compact connected 
oriented Riemannian manifold. There exists an orthonormal basis o/L^A^(M, g) 
consisting of eigenforms of the Laplacian on k-forms /SP. All the eigenvalues are 
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nonnegative. Each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity, and the eigenvalues accu-
mulate only at infinity. 
To prove the Hodge theorem for forms, we need to define the suitable Sobolev 
spaces of p-forms. Given a cover {Ui, (pi} of (M,g) with subordinate pratition 
of unity {pi}, we define the Sobolev s-norm of a compactly supported p-form 
u = uidx^ to be the s-norm of the function uj on M\ 
|^||5 = {^W{piUi)o(piWD^. 
i 
The completion of C^K^T*M with respect to this norm is denoted by HgAPM. 
Since M is compact, HgA^M is independent of the choices of cover of M, 
partition of unity, and Riemannian metric on M. The argument that the embed-
ding theorem and the compactness theorem hold for Sobolev spaces of forms on 
compact manifolds is exactly the same as for functions. 
A double form e{t,x,y) G C^{R+ x APT=M 0 APT*M) which is smooth in 
t, X, y is called the heat kernel for the Laplacian on p-forms if 
: {dt^Al)e{t,x,y) = 0 ^^  8) 
�Umt—oJM�e(t,oo,y),uj(yy)ydy = uj{x), 
for all smooth p-forms ou. The integral may be written 
lim / {e{t,x,y),cj{x))ydy=- / e{t,x,y)A^yu{y), 
"U</M JM 
where � indicates that we take the Hodge star and integrate with respect to y. 
Let I = ( i i , . . . , ip) be a multi-index and let dx' 二 djf!八•. ./\doc\ If we write 
e(t, X, y) = fij{t, X, y) dx^ � dyJ in a coordinate patch U, then for all u = ujidxi 
with support in U, we have 
{e-'^u;){x) 二 (^jMUiAt,x,y)dyJ,ujK(jJ)dyK)d;vol(jj)yxi, (2.9) 
which is in APT*M. Given these analytic facts, the proof of the Hodge theorem 
for functions carries directly over for the Laplacian on forms. The one crucial 
difference is that dim Ker A^ need not be one dimension. 
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2.4 Regularity Results 
In this section, we will talk about the regularity of Laplacian, i.e. Hodge decom-
postion theorem, C^A^T*M = Ker lSP 0 Im cP_i 0 Im 沪+i. 
Theorem 2.5 Let u e C^K^T*M satisfy Ao; = Ao;. Then u G C°^hFT*M. 
Proof: 
If Acj = Acj, then 
e - � = e - � . 
Since the heat operator on forms has a smooth kernel, this implies 
e~*^u is smooth. The last equation implies that uj is smooth. • 
By this theorem, we can pass from the decomposition of L^APT*M to a more 
useful decomposition of C^^APT*M. First, note that Aa; = 0 is equivalent to 
duj 二 6uj 二 0, since 
0 — (Ao;, uj) = {dSu, u) + {6du, uj) = {Scj, Su) + {dcu, dcu), 
Now consider d : C^K^-^T*M ^ C^APT*M and 5 : C^^A^+^T*M ^ C^APT*M 
as operators on smooth forms. We have 
C^APT*M D Ker A 0 Im d 0 Im c5, (2.10) 
where 0 indicates orthogonality with respect to the Hodge inner product. 
If uo G KerA, we have (o;, da) = {Sou, a) = 0 and {cu, (5a) = (duj, a) = 0. 
So Ker A 丄 Im d and Ker A 丄 Im S. The other orthogonality relations follow 
similarly. Our goal in the rest of this section is to show that 
C^APT*M = Ker A^ 0 Im d " 0 Im 們 \ 
We now work with the operator D = d^S as an operator on C^A*, the space of 
smooth forms of mixed degree. Note that D^ = A the Laplacian on C^A*. Note 
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that Im d 丄 Im 6 and Ker A 二 Ker d 0 Ker 6, it suffices to show that 
C°°A* = K e r D e I m D (2.11) 
We now write Hs, L ,^ C°° for HsA*, L^A*, C^A*, the spaces of forms of mixed 
degree with the Sobolev norm, L^ norm and smoothness criterion, respectively. 
Theorem 2.6 (Garding's inequality) For each s G Z+ U {0}，there exists a 
positive constant C — Cs such that 
M | s < C{\\uj\\s-i + \\Du;\\s-i), 
for all CO e Hs. 
We will give the proof of this theorem in §3.3. 
D is a bounded operator from a dense subset of Hs to i^ s—i，so we can extend 
to a bounded operator on all of Hs. Thus the right hand side of Garding's 
inequality makes sense. 
Corollary 2.2 If Da = f3 for p-forms a, P and if a, |3 G Hs, then in fact a G 
Hs+i. In particular, if j3 G C^ and a € C^, then a G C°°. 
Proof: 
For Qf, P G Hs, by Garding's inequality, we get 
Mls+i < C'(||Q;||5 + ll/^lls). 
Then a G iifs+i. In particular, /? G C ^ and a G C\ then 0 G Hs, for 
all s and a G Hi, we obtain 
| | ^ | | 2 < C ( | | c ^ | | l + ||/^||l). 
Repeating this argument gives a G Hg, for all s. • 
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We now consider D as a map D : H^ 三 Hs A (KerL))i ~^ i/5_1, where 丄 
indicates orthogonal complement with respect to the Hodge metric on L^ forms. 
D is injective here, so we can define D~^ : R{D) ~^ H^, for R{D) the range 
of D on H^. The interesting case is s 二 1, D'^ : L^ n (KerZ))i — Hi 4 L^ 
is bounded. Since the spectrum of D restricted to (Ker D)^ is bounded away 
from zero, then the spectrum of D~^ consists of the reciprocals of the nonzero 
spectrum of D. We define the closure D of D to be taking the closure of the 
graph of D in L^. i.e. Da 二 f3 if there exist ai G L^ with a^ ~> a in L^ and 
Dai — P in L\ 
Corollary 2.3 IfDa = p with p G C�then a G C^ and Da = f3. 
Proof: 
Take ai ~> a with Dai ~> f3. We can assume a^ -, a G H^. D~^ 
is bounded on L^, so ai ^ D_if3 , hence a 二 D_ip in L?. But 
D-ip G Hi, so a G Hi . Now D is defined on all of Hi, and so 
Da = Da. By the last corollary, this implies a G C°°. • 
We now want to show that in fact R{D) = (KerjD)i. Since D~^ is bounded 
on (Ker ^ )^丄,it is easy to show that R{D) is closed. Let a G ( K e r D ) i , a + 0, 
with o;li^(Z^), then (a, D^) = 0 for all j3 e C^. Taking a^ G C^ with o^ ~> Of 
in L2, we have (Bai, (3) ^ 0 in L^ for all f3 G C°°. This implies Dai ^ 0 in L\ 
Hence Da = 0, by the last corollary Da 二 0, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore, we have 
L^K* = K^iDeRi^)-
Now taking u G C�,and let P be an orthogonal projection into Ker D. Then 
u — Puj is smooth and in R{D). By the last corollary, we may write u — Pu = Dj3 
for some /3 G C°°. So we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7 (Hodge Decomposition Theorem) 
d T * M = Ker A^ 0 Im cf—i 0 Im S^ +K 
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At the end, we show that the decomposition of L^ into eigenspaces of D can 
be extended to a decomposition of Hs. 
Proposition 2.1 Let {cjj} be an orthonormal basis of L^ with DcOi = XiUJi. If 
00 G Hs , for s G Z+，has uj = Y^-a{Ui with equality in L^, then u = ^. aiCOi with 
equality in Hg. 
Proof: 
We will prove by induction. 
Since uj G Hg, we have u G Hi, and so Duj = ^ - hiUJi in L\ where 
bi — Xitti. 
D_i : Z/2 _). Hi is bounded, and obviously D~^Ui — A�ia;i for \ + 0. 
Thus uj — Pu = D~^Duo = ^^ 仅执 in Hi, where ^ - indicates that we 
sum over those i with Aj + 0. Since Pco is a finite sum ^ - aiCOi over 
i with Xi = 0, we get that u = Y1-。执 in Hi. 
For fixed s > 1，u G Hs, we assume that uo 二 ^^ aiUJi with equality 
in Hs-i. Moreover, assume by induction that the proposition is true 
for all uj e Hk, k < s. For any N, by Garding's inequality, 
N N N 
|o; -^aiUiWs < C(||o; -^aiUJiWs-i + \ \D{u; — ^aiO;i)||s_i). 
i=l i=\ i=l 
Since Duo = ^ - XiaiuOi in L^ and Dto G i/s_i, by the induction hy-
pothesis we obtain the same equality in Hs-i. Thus the right hand 
side goes to zero as N ^ oo. Hence uo = ^ - aiUi in Hs. • 
The results in this section can be extended to the Laplacian D^ — A to show 
that Aa = j3 has a solution iff fi G (KerA)^ and that the solution always has 
degree of smoothness two more that P. 
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2.5 The Kernel of the Laplacian on Forms 
〜 
In this section, we will prove the Hodge theorem, Ker A^ ^ H^j^{M). 
Definition 2.5.1 The p*^ de Rham cohomology group ofa manifold M, H^j^{M), 
is given by 
Hlj^{M) = {u G hP : dLv = ^]/{d9 : 0 e AP-i}. 
The dimension j3^ ofH^j^{M) is called thep^ Betti number. 
Let u G Ker A^, the Laplacian on p-forms on a compact oriented Riemannian 
manifold. The elements of the kernel are called harmonic p-forms. In particular, 
every harmonic form is closed, which gives a linear map 
h : KerA^ ~> H^M), cu ^ [a;；. 
Theorem 2.8 (Hodge Theorem) Let M be a compact oriented manifold. Then 
/ i : K e r A ^ 4 ^ ( M ) 
Proof: 
The map h is trivially injective. For [u] = 0 G H^j^{M), then u = dcj) 
for some ^ G C^AP'^T*M. Then 
0 = {6uo, ¢) = {6d(j), ¢) 二 {#, d4), 
which implies u 二 d^ — 0. 
For surjectivity, take [a] G H^j^{M) and a representative a E [a]. By 
the Hodge decomposition theorem, we can write a = uj + d^i + 6^2 
with uj harmonic and /¾ smooth. Since da 二 0, we have d6P2 = 0, 
and so 
0=〈€?(%，/?2〉二〈拟2，秘2〉. 
Thus 5P2 = 0，and so a = uj + d^\. Therefore uj G [a]. • 
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This theorem gives an important relationship between the topology of the mani-
fold and analysis on the manifold. Here are two immediate consequences. 
Corollary 2.4 (i) For any compact oriented manifold, dim H^j^{M) < 00 for 
all p. 
(ii) The dimension of the kernel ofA^ on a compact oriented manifold is inde-
pendent of the choice of Riemannian metric. 
Corollary 2.5 Let M be an n-dimensional compact, connected, oriented mani-
fold. Then ^ ( M ) ^ H�f(M). In particular, dim ^ ( M ) = 1. 
Proof: 
Since *A^ 二 A^~^*, the map uj i~> *o; is an isomorphism of Ker A^ 
into Ker A^"^. In particular, ^ ( M ) ^ i/^^(M) ^ KerA, the kernel 
of Laplacian on functions. • 
We now consider the long time behavior of the heat flow. Let {uJi] be an or-
thonormal basis of L^A^ with A � = \ o J i . For any uj G L^A ,^ since €_*• is 
bounded on L^A ,^ we have 
lim e~*^ LJ = lim e"^^(^^ CLiCOi) = lim y ^ aie'^ ^uJi 
t^co t—00 ^~^ t—00 ^~^ 
N 
= l i m y ^ CLie_x^i = 7^ aiOJi, 
t—00 ^^ ^~^ i=i 
where {cJi,..., cjjv} is an orthonormal basis of Ker A. Thus a from uj flows to its 
harmonic component Puj G KerA. 
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By the Hodge theorem, we have 
X(M) = ^ ( — l ) � P = ^ ( - l ) M i m K e r A ^ . 
p p 
Theorem 2.9 Let M be an odd dimensional compact manifold. Then x (M) 二 0. 
Chapter 3 
Fermion Calculus and 
Weitzenb6ck Formula 
This chapter will cover those parts of Riemannian geometry used to construct 
the heat kernel and its short time asymptotics in chapter 4. We will introduce 
a linear algebra construction, called fermion calculus, and develop some of the 
supersymmetric techniques used to prove the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem in 
chapter 5. In the last two section, we will derive the Weitzenbock formula relating 
the Laplacian to the Bochner Laplacian, and also prove Garding's inequality from 
chapter 1 and then get an expression of the Laplacian in normal coordinates. 
3.1 The Levi-Civita Connection 
In this seciton, we will introduce the Levi-Civita connection on a Riemannian 
manifold, which essentially allows us to take higher order derivatives of functions 
and tensor. 
Definition 3.1.1 (The Levi-Civita Connection) Let (M, g) he a Riemannian 
manifold. Define V : TM 0 T{TM) ^ T{TM), {v 0 X) ^ VyX, by the condi-
tions: 
36 
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(i) Va,a. = r%di ； 
(ii) VxvX = AV^X and V^+^X = V^X + V^X ； 
(iii) V^(/X) = fVyX + df{v)X, for all smooth f : M — R. 
Vdj is also called the covariant derivative in the 产 direction. Alternatively, 
we also have the coordinate free definition of the Levi-Civita connection, 
2(Vxr,Z) 二 X{Y,Z)^Y{Z,X)-Z{X,Y) 
+ � [ X , F], Z) + ([Z, X], Y) — ([r, Z], X ) 
We now claim that: divX = trace{Y ^^ VyX) . 
Proof: 
To calculate the divergence, one certainly has n^ functions T^j, i, j, k = 
1, . . . , n , known as Christoffel symbols, determined by 
VaA = T#k 
on U. Let Y = ^) Y% , thus 
V y X = Y^ _ j X ' + X T & a , 
j,k 
Therefore 
trace{Y ^ VyX) = ^{djX' + ^ X ' r ^ 
j I 
since 
lt. = | $ > " ' < ^ 0 + ^ " f ^ " u ) 
i 
we have 
trace{Y ^ VyX) = ^ ( ^ X ^ +X^'J；；^/^,) 
j k,l 
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=E(^jX^ + lxHr(g-'djg) j 




We now rewrite the Levi-Civita connection. Consider a map • ‘ : T{TM)— 
T*M 0 r{TM) given by V'(X){v) = V^X. In terms of a local coordinate chart, 
this becomes Vdk 二 dx^ 0 ^]k^i- From now on, we write V for V' 
Definition 3.1.2 (The Levi-Civita Connection) Let {M, g) he a Riemannian 
manifold. Define V : T(TM) — T*M 0 T{TM), by the conditions: 
(i) Vdk = dx^ 0 r]^di ； 
(ii) VX{Xv) = XVX{v) and VX{v + w) 二 VX{v) + VX{w), 
for all X G F ( T M ) , v, w e TM ； 
(iii) V{fX){v) = fVX{v) + df{v)X, for all smooth f : M ^ R. 
Let r ( T M ) = 7^ denotes the space of sections of TM and 7^ 二 r(TM) 0 
...(g) F(TM) ® T*M 0 . . . � T*M. We now extend the Levi-Civita connection V 
to an operator, also denoted V. 
Definition 3.1.3 Define V : T^ — T^ 0 T*M 二 TP+\ by the conditions: 
(i) Vdx' = -T]kdx^ 0 dx^ ； 
(ii) for da:j = ^^ � . . . 0 么<9, •(氏,）=^Tii 0 • • • 0 V^.^ 0 ... 0 ^^ ； for 
dxJ 二 0^力⑧•. • 0 docjp, V{dx^) = dx^^ ® ... 0 Vob^ 0 •.. 0 dx^^ ； 
(iii) for any tensors cu, r/, V(cj 0 rj) = Vcj (g) 77 + uj t8> Vr/;； 
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(iv) for f G TS = C^{M), V / = df. 
Now, we can extend the Levi-Civita connection to p-forms, V : APT*M ~> 
T*M (8) APT*M, by imposing the Leibniz rule and 
V(cji 八.•.八 cjP) = ^(-iy-W A ... A W 八...八 cjP, 
i 
for one-forms uA 
Since the Levi-Civita connection measures the change in vectors lying in dif-
ferent tangent spaces, it should provide a method of comparing different tangent 
spaces. 
Given x, y G M and a curve 7 : [0,1] — M from x to y, we can define the 
parallel translation, an isomorphism, / /^ : T^M — TyM. Note that parallel 
translation is independent of 7 in Euclidean space, but this is not true for general 
Riemannian manifolds. Thus the Levi-Civita connection allow us to compare 
different tangent spaces, but only after a choice of 7. Parallel translation can be 
extended to give an iosmorphism / /^ : A^T*M ^ A^T*M. 
3.2 Fermion calculus 
Let V be an n-dimensional inner product space.〈.，•�denote the inner product 
of V. V* denotes the dual space of V. There is an isomorphism a : V ——> V* 
given by a{v) 二 u* which satisfies v*(w) = (v, w) for any v, w G V. Associated 
to V E V and v* G V* are maps 
a^ : KW* — NP-^V\ <* : A^ F* — A^+V* 
given by 
(CVJ)(i;i, . . .,Vp-i) = Lo{v,Vi,. • .,Vp-i) 
a**uo = V* A cj 
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where Vi G V for all i and u G V*. By abuse the notation, v also denote v and 
V*. a^ is called an interior product and aJ is called an exterior product. In the 
language of physics, a” and a* are fermion annihilation and creation operators 
respectively. 
By the linearity of a^ and a*, we consider an orthonormal basis of V*. Let 
{6i] be an orthonormal basis of V*. We have 
a^,(% 八 . . .A Oj^ ) = Oj^  A . . . A 0j^{6i,vi,. • . ,〜_i) 
where Vi G V. 
For i 0 j i , . . .,jp, then a^ . {6j^ A .. .A%p) = 0. For i = jq, then a^ . = {-l)^~^9j^ 八 
/V A 
. . .A Gjq 八.•.八 Gjp, where 9j^  means that Oj^  is omitted. 
Now let End(A*y*) denotes the space of endomorphisms of A*V*. For A, B G 
End(A*y*), defined the anticommutation {A,B} by {A,B} = AB + BA. For 
an orthonormal basis {6i) of F*, let a ,^ a^  denote a^ .，a*Q.. We now prove the 
following fermion anticommutation relations 
{du dj} 二 0, { < , a * } = 0，{ai, a*}=〜. (3.1) 
Proof: 
(i) {ai,aj} = 0. 
For i = j, 
{ttj, o,j){9j^ A . . . A Ojp) = {aittj + ajQi){Oj^ A . . . A 9j^) = 0. 
For i OTj 0 { i i , . . . , ip } , 
{a “ aj){6j^ A . . . A 9j^) = {aiaj + ajai){6j^ 八.• •八〜J = 0. 
For i, j e { i i , . • •，jp}, with i = jg , j : > and i < j, 
{tti, aj){6j^ A . • •八 Gjp) = [aiQj + ajai){6j^ A . . . A & J 
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= C i i ((-1)卜1力1 A •. • A ^ , A • • • A 0jp) 
+ � ( ( - l ) ' - i � i A � . A 4 g A � A % p ) 
=(-1产-2〜八...八 §jq ..八 Q.^ 八..•八 0jp 
+ (—1产—3〜A . . . A §jq . . . A 9j^ A . . . A 0jp 
二 0. 
(ii) {a*,a*> = 0. 
{a*,a*}w = Oi 八 0j 八 w + 6j A Oi 八 w = 0 f o r a l l i , j. 
(iii) {a i ,a*} = 6ij. 
For i 二 j, i = jq, 
{tti, a*]{Oj^ A . . . A 6j^) = {aia* + a*ai){9j^ A •..八 %口) 
二 0 + ( - 1 ) 9 - 1 ¾ 八 � 1 八 . 八 §jq A . . . A 0jp 
= % 1 A . . . A 6j^. 
Fori = j,；贫仏，…，“口}, 
{a“ a*}(% A . . . A ^ J = (a^ a* + a*ai)(0j, A •.. A 6>〜） 
= % A . . . A Oj^ . 
For j + i and i = jq, 
{a“ a*}(% A .. • A 9j^ ) = (a^ a* + a*ai){6j^  A . •. A Oj^ ) 
=(—1)% A � i A . . . A §jq A ...八 0jp 
+ ( - 1广1 �八化1 A ...八§jq八..•八0jp 
= 0 . 
For j + i and i 0 { i i , . . . , i J , 
{fli, a*){9j,八• •.八 0jp) = {aia* + a*ai){6j^ A . •.八 %”) 
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= a i { 6 j A 6j, A . . . A ^ J H- 0 
= 0 . 
This completes the proof. • 
Consider the set of endomorphisms of the form 
A / j = a � o . •. o a*^  o cLji o . . . o a^ 
with 1 < ii < . . . < ik < n, 1 < ji < . . . < ji < n. When the multi-indices I and 
J are empty, we define Au = Id. 
There are 2^ ^ of these endomorphisms, which is the dimension of End(A*F*), 
and we claim that in fact { A u } is a basis of End(A*F*). 
It is enough to show that { A j j } is linearly independent. Say c^^Ajj = 0 
Aij : APy* — AP+\r\-\J\y* 
Let Ai^ j^  , /^2J2 G End(A*y*) with |7i| - |Ji| ^  |/2| — |J2|. Clearly, Aj^ j^  and 
/^2J2 are linearly independent. Hence, we may assume that \I\ — \ J\ is constant. 
We now induct on the order of J. For \ J\ = 0，we have 
0 = c''Ajj(l) = ci% 
where Oj = Oi^ A ...八 ^&, and so c^ ® = 0, for all I. 
By induction, we have c^J : 0 whenever |J| < s. Applying c^^Ajj to 0j” 
where |Ji| = s, 
f 
jj 0 : J / J i 
c''Au6j,- 小 1) t 
( - l ) Y c " i 0 / : J = Ji. 
、 
we have c^ ^^  : 0 for all 1. Letting Ji vary over all multi-indices of order s finishes 
the induction. 
Lemma 3.1 Let Y1^^^ a*ai e End{A*V*) 
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(i) 
n 
y^ a*ai = p • Id 
i=i 
on APy*. 
(ii) Let the operator (—1)^ ， which is 1 on the forms of even degree, —1 on 
those of odd degree 
( _ 1广 = { - i y i d : KW* — KW* 
Then 
n n 
(—1广=n(l - 2<«.) = U(^^a： - a*a,) 
i=l i=\ 
Proof: 
(i). Let 6i G IsJ^V*. It is easy to check that 
f 0 : i ^ I 
a]ai{Oi)= 
Oi : i 6 /, 
\ 




and the result follows. 
(ii). By (i), we have 
f Oi : i 0 / 
{l-2a;a,)[ej)=l ^ 
-Oi ： i e 7 , 、 
then n 
n ( l - 2 a , * a _ = ( - l ) l 
i=l 
since {a;, a*} 二 Id, 
1 — 2a*ai = ttiG* + a*ai — 2a*ai = a^ a* — a*ai. 
The result follows. • 
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For A G End(A*y*), we define the supertrace of A to be Tr((-1)^^). StrA 
denotes the supertrace of A. Such a trace occurs in the proof ofthe Chern-Gauss-
Bonnet theorem. 
We now introduce the Clifford algebra variables. 
ek = ak - al, e^  = a^  + a: 
Lemma 3.2 e^  and e^  satisfy the relations 
{cj, 6j} = -^6{, 6j} = -2Sij, {ci, Cj} = 0 (3.2) 
and 
( _ 1 广 = f [ { a i - a:){a, + a*) = ( - 1 ) ^ 7 7 
i= l 
where 7 = e1e2 ... e^ and 7 = 61¾ . . . Cn-
Proof: 
By (3.1)，we have 
\^i 5 6j j. — ^i^j + ^j^i 
=(tti - a*){aj 一 a*) + {aj — a*)(a,- - a*) 
=CLiCLj — Qitt* — a*Gj + a*a*j + ajtti — aja* — a*ai + a*a* 
二 {a“ aj) - {tti, a*} - {a ,^ a*} + {a-, a*} 
=-2¾, 
\^i5 Cjj' — ^i^j + ^j^i 
= { a i + a*){aj + a*) + {aj + a*)(a^ + a*) 
=CLiCLj + Qia* + a*Qj + a*a*j + ajai + aja* + a*a^ + a*a* 
={tti, aj} + {tti, a*} + {aj, a*} + {a*, a*} 
二 2Sij 
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and 
{^i5 ^j} — ^i^j + ^j^i 
={ai - a*){aj + a*) + {aj + a*){ai — a*) 
=CLiCLj + ttitt* — a*ttj — CL*a*j + CLjCLi — aja* + a*a^ — a*a* 
=Ui, aj} + {^h a*j} — { � , a * } _ Wi, S*} 
- 0 . 
Then we have the relations. 
By Lemma 3.1 and (3.1), we have 
ttitt* — a*tti = CLiCLi + GiG* — a*tti — a*a* 
= { a i - a*){tti + a*) 
— Ci6^. 
By (3.2), we have for i = j 
f 
eiCi = - 1 
< 6i6i = 1 (3.3) 
^i^i — —^i^i • 
V 
For i / j, 
f 
6j6j_ — —6j 6¾ 
^ 6 i ^ = - ¾ ¾ (3.4) 
CiGj ~ —CjCi 
then 
(一1)尸=61616262 . . . en6n 
二 （ — 1)1+2+〜+("-1)7；^  
n ( n - l ) _ 
二（—1 ) 2 7 7 
and this finishes the proof. • 
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Proposition 3.1 (Berezin-Patodi Formula) Let A = c^^Ajj G End{A*V*). 
Then 
StrA = (-l)^^^c^i'2'-M{i,2,...,n} 
In other words, only the term in A with n a ,s and n a* ,s contributes to the 
supertrace of A. 
Proof: 
Let e2k-1 = ek and e2k = k^- By (3.3) and (3.4), we can only consider 
the endomorphism B = Ci^ Ci^  . . . e^  with %i < . . . < ii. 
If 1 is odd, assume e^  = e ,^ the other case is similar. 
^77 = ^ii^i2 .. • ^i^i^2 .. • e„ei^ ... e^  
—— (_1) ^ii ^ 2 • • • ^i/-i ^ 1^ 2 • • • ^k^k • • • ^n l^^ 2 • • • ^n 
— ( 1 \2n—l —— — 
_ V —丄) ^1 ^ Z2 . • • ^i/_i^l^2 • • • ^n l^^ 2 • • • ^n^ii 
— (—1) ( C^162 • . • ^n l^^ 2 • • • ^n^ii ^ i2 • • • ^ii 
——jjB 
so T r ( 7 7 ^ ) = Tr (Bj j ) 二 Tr(-77j5) = 0. 
If 1 is even, let A = ej^ ej^... cj^^ and C = j^2 • • • ^j2m with ji < 
. . . < j2m. Then^ = Cj^ C 二 - C e j ” and so Tr(^) = Tr(ei,C) 二 
Tr(-Ceii) = 0 unless 2m = 0. Assume ( - ! ) ^ ^ ^ 7 7 ^ 二 A, Thus 
StrB = 0 unless 1 = 2n, B — ( - l ) _ 2 1)竹.In this case, 
5 t r ( ( - l ) ^ 7 7 ) = Tv{Id) = 2 � (3.5) 
since dim A*F* = 2 .^ 
Since 
04 = ^(ei + 6i), a* = -•(ef 引 
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we can write any A/j as an expression in the e^  e^ . If I and J do not 
equal { 1 , . . . , n}, then no term in this expression involves 77, and so 
Str{Aij) 二 0 . 
By (3.3) and (3.4), we have 
did* = - | ( e i + 6i){ei - 6i) 
— � , _ - - _ - - � — —~{CiCi — 6^ 6¾ H~ CiCi — C^CiJ 
= ^ ( l + e^ei). 
then 
{^l,...,n){l,...,n} = 0,1 . • . (^ n^ l . • . n^ 
. n ( n - l ) 本 * 本 
= ( - l j 2 a^a1a2a2 • . . a^ ttn 





, �n(n-l) „ , �n(n-l) 
= ( - 1 ) - ^ 2 - ^ ( - 1 ) 2 7 7 + ... 
where the dots indicate terms less than n's e^  or e^ . Thus 
Str(A^i_n)U,...,n}) = 2-^Str(77) 二 (—1)华. 
• 
Now, let us recall the Riemannian curvature on a Riemannian manifold M. Let 
7fc denote the space of tensors of type {k, 1) with k ^ ' s and 1 c/x '^s. 
Definition 3.2.1 Let V be the Levi-Civita connection on M. The Riemannian 
curvature R is defined to be a map 
R : r(TM) X r (TM) X r (TM) — r (TM) 
(X, F, Z) ^ R{X, Y)Z 
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given by 
R{X, Y)Z = VxVyZ - Vy^xZ - V[x,y]^. 
This is a classic definition of R. We can consider R as a tensor. 
Definition 3.2.2 The Riemann curvature tensor of type (1,3) is defined to be 
R = R]kidxi 0 dx^ 0 dx^ (g) dx^ G 7^ 3， (3.6) 
where 
dT\. dri| 
JDl — 3^  ^ 丄 ps pz ps pi 
〜 - | — 4 +丄诉“「丄)" 
and the Chridtoffel symbols FJ-^ are defined by 
pi = ^ii(^9ki dgji dgjk\ 
神 — r V dxj dxk dxi ) • 
Note that R[dj,dk)di = i^&,. 
We can raise the Riemann curvature of type (1,3) to type (0,4) by multiplying 
9im, then 
QimRfkidx' 0 dx^ 0 dx^ 0 dJ' G T^ 
and denote gimRJki by Rijki- We have 
Rijki = —Rjikh Rijki = —Rijik, Rijki = Rkiij (3.7) 
and the Bianchi identiy 
Rijki + Riijk + Rikij = 0. (3.8) 
We now carry this linear algebra over to a Riemannian manifold M by replac-
ing V with T*M. On a neighborhood U of x, there exists a smoothly varying set 
of 1-forms {Oi) which form an orthonormal basis of T*M, for all y G U. This or-
thonormal basis defines endomorphisms o^, a* G End(A*T*M) for y e U. Define 
the curvature endomorphism by 
R = —Rijki o* aj al ai 
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with summation convention. Here the components Rijki are computed with re-
spect to the orthonormal frame, which means that in classical expression (3.6) 
for the curvature, we replace d^i by Xi, where Xi E TyM is dual to 6“ and the 
ChristofFel symbols are given by 
V x , ^ = r%Xi 
The expression above for R is independent of choice of frame. 
We now rewrite R in terms of the e^, e^ . This allows us to compute the 
supertrace of F&, the composition of R with itself k times, a key technical step 
in the proof of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 
Lemma 3.3 Assume dim M = n = 2k is even. Let s be the scalar curvature of 
M. 
(i) We have 
„ s 1 „ _ _ 
R = ^ + ^Rijki ei6jekei 
(ii) The supertrace Str{R^) equals 
7^ ^ (spn cr) {sgn r)Ra{l)a{2)r{l)T{2) . • . • . Ra{n-l)a{n)T{n-l)r{n) 
o",rGSn 
Where E„ is the group of permutations of {1,..., n} and sgn o denotes the sign 
of the permutation a. 
Proof: 
(i) We claim that 
R = -^Rijki {cLiCij + aia*){alai + a^ a^ *). 
By (3.1) and (3.7), 
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we have 
Rijkl 0>i dj O^k ^1 — —Rijlk a* CLj CLk ^1 {^ijkl = —Rijlk ) 
=—Rijk i ci*i dj Oq CLk (replace k by 1 and 1 by k) 
=Rijkl O^i CLj ttk a*i , 
since af ak = -a^ a] for k + 1 and Rijkk = 0. Similarly, 
Rijkl ^i CLj CLk tti = Rjilk CL* Qj ak CL*i 
=—Rjik i CLi a* CLk Oq 
=Rijkl CLi Cij CLk Cl*l 
and 
Rijkl o^i CLj al ai = Rjiki a* ai a; ai 
=—Rjiki CLi a*j al ai 
=Rijkl CLi CLj CL*k ^1. 
Then 
R = ~^Rijki{d* CLj al «/ + CLi CLj al ai + a�a* ak a*i + a* aj ak a^) 
=^Rijki{a* CLj + tti a*){al a, + ak a^). 
A direct computation using Clifford algebra variables and (3.1) 
gives 
CiCj — ei6j 二 {tti - a*){aj - a*) 一 (a^  + a*){aj + a*) 
—ttittj — Qitt* — a*ttj + a*a* — a^a^- — a^a* — a*aj — a*a* 
=-2{aia* + a*aj) 
so 
R = -^R^Qeiej - ei6j){ekei -缺). 
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If j, k, 1 are distinct indices, the commutation relations (3.2) give 
ejCkCi = CkeiCj = eiCjCk. 
Using (3.8)，we see that for fixed i the sum over distinct j, k, 1 of 
RijkieiCjekei vanishes. 
In an orthonormal frame, the Ricci tensor is given by Rik = Rijkj-
Moreover, since Rijkj = Rkjij, we have Rik = Rki- By (3.3) and 
(3.4), we obtain 
^ijkl ^ i ^ j ^ k ^ 1 —— ^ ijjl ^ i ^ j ^ j ^ 1 + ^ijkj ^ i ^ j ^ k ^ j 
— —^ijjl^i^l + ^ ijkj^i^k 
~ Rijkj^i^k + Ftijkj^i^k 
二 -2i^i + 2〉: Rijkj^i^k 
i^k 
= - 2 s + 2 ^  Rijkj{ei6k + ek6i) 
i{k 
=—2s. 
Similarly, for distinct j, k, 1, we have 
ejCkSi = ekCiCj 二 e/^e^, 
thus, for fixed i the sum over distinct j, k, 1 of Rdjki^ i^ jGkGi van-
ishes and RijkieiCjekCi 二 —2s. This gives 
R = —_(—4s - RijkieiCjekei - Rijki^i^jCkei). 
Again by (3.2), we get 
Rijkieiej6kei = RijkiekeiCiCj (since 6而= - e j C i ) 
=Rkiijei6jekei (interchange i,j and k,l) 
=Rijkieiej6kei {Rijki = RkUj)-
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Thus 
1 s 1 
R = Yg(45 + 2Rijkieiej6kei) = - + -RijkieiejEkei. 
(ii) As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, especially (3.5), we must pick 
out the coefficient of 77 in F&. The only terms in B!^  contributing 
to this coefficient are of the form 
Car ea(l)ea(2)er(l)er(2) • • • ea(n-l)ea(n)er(n-l)er(n) 
where 
C(TT = ^^o-(l)or(2)r(l)r(2) • • • • • ^o-(n-l)o-(n)r(n-l)r(n) (3 .9 ) 
as any term with a repeated ei or ^ will not contribute. Rear-
ranging the product of the e<) and 6r{j) terms into the sequence 
^a{l) • • . e<7(n)^T(l) • • • Cr(n) ( 3 . 1 0 ) 
does not involve any change of sign, as each 巨了⑴ moves past 
an even number of e#) . However, rearranging (3.10) into 77 
introduces a factor of (-l)"^"2 ^^  (sgna)(sgnr). Using (3.5)， 
(3.9) gives 
2n __^ 
Str{R^) — — ^2 ^a(l)(j(2)r(l)r(2) . . . • • Ra{n-l)a{n)T{n-l)T{n) 
<T，T 
= 2 ^ 5 Z ^<^(l)^(2)r(l)r(2) . • • • • ^a(n-l )a(n)r(n-l )r(n) . 
CT,T 
• 
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3.3 Weitzenb6ck Formula, Bochner Formula and 
Garding,s Inequality 
In this section we will derive the Weitzenb5ck formula relating the Laplacian on 
forms to the Bochner Laplacain, and give a proof of Garding Inequality. The 
Weitzenbock formula gives a proof of Bochner's theorem, relating H^j^{M) to the 
Ricci curvature. These techniques will be used in Chapter 5 in the proof of the 
Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 
As in definition 3.1.3, the Levi-Civita connection can be considered to be a 
map V : r(T*M) ^ T{T*M<^T*M). Both T{T*M) and T{T*M0T*M) have the 
global L2 inner products. Thus V has an adjoint V* : T{T*M<^T*M) ^ r(T*M), 
and we can form the second order differential operator V*V : A^T*M ~> A^T*M. 
We now extend V as an operator on APT*M by the derivation formula 
V(o;i A . . . A ujP) = D _ l ) " a ; i A . . .八 W A . . . A u^, 
i 
for one-forms u^  and imposing the Leibniz rule. When we take a direct sum over 
p which gives an operator V on A*T*M, the space of all forms of mixed degree. 
As above, V has an adjoint V*, we call V*V the Bochner Laplacian. In local 
coordinates, we have the following definition. 
Definition 3.3.1 The Bochner Laplacian •*• is the map of smooth p-forms 
A^T*M to itself which, in local coordinates about the point x G M, is given by 
(V*Vu;)(x) = ^{V;g'^V,u;){x) , 
iJ 
forcoG APT*M. 
Theorem 3.1 (Weitzenbock formula) Let R — -Rijkia*ajalai. Then the 
Laplacian on forms satisfies 
A = V*V + i?. 
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Before we prove the Weitzenbock formula, we introduce a synchronous frame 
and the following lemma. The synchronous frame make the proof more easy and 
convenient. Fix a point x G M. Choose an orthonormal frame {Xi) of T^M and 
extend it to a neighborhood of x such that Vxi^j = 0 at x. Since Vx i^j = 1 ¾ ¾ 
then we have T^j (x) = 0 for all i,j, k. 
Lemma 3.4 Let V^ denote Vxi, uHth Xi as above. Then 
d = ^ a*Vi, 6 = - ^ aiVi. 
i i 
Moreover, at x, V*V 二 — ^- V^Vi in a synchronous frame. 
Proof: 
In a synchronous frame, define Xi on A^T*M by 
Xi{ai,...i^O'' A ...八 6>巧={Xiai,. . . i^)沪 A . . . A 6>‘， 
where {6^} is the orthonormal frame of one-forms dual to {Xi ] . Then 
locally d is defined by 
d = ^ a * X i . 
Now we want to show Xi = Vj. Let I = { z i , . . . , z^}, then 
^iaiO' = fhQJ, 
where 
Pjl-3p ~ XiOtjv..jp — Fij,ji-"jr-lljr + l".jp • 
Since FJ^  = 0 for all i,j, k at x, we have Xi = • “ thus d — ^ . a*Vj 
in a synchronous frame. However, it is immediate that ^ . a*Xi is 
independent of frame, since x is arbitrary, the proof of first part of 
the lemma is finished. 
For the second part, V^a* 二 a*V^ + V j 9^ and rj^(a;) = 0, we have 
a^Vj = Vjfl* at X by the definition of the synchronous frame. We also 
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have V* = —Vj at x. We now write Vj = Xi — F and choose forms 
u = uoiQi, 77 = T]j0J supported near x, then 
{ViUJ,v) = [ {{Xi-r)uj,r]),0'A...Ae^ 
JM 




Thus near x we obtain V* 二 —F — X “ so V| = —Xi = —Vj at x. 
Since x is arbitrary, we may write 
“ E ( V i < ) * = - E ^ V i . 
i i 
The last statement of the lemma follows from V* = —Vj. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Recall that for the Levi-Civita connection, we have V x ^ — V y X 二 
.X, Y] and 
R{x, Y)Z = Vy{VxZ) - Vx(VyZ) - V[x,y]^. 
So at X we get [Xi, Xj] = 0 and 
(VfcV, - V ,V, ) (X) = R{Xk.Xi)X 
for any X G A^T*M, where the skew-symmetric endomorphism R(Xk, X[) 
ofTxM is extended to an endomorphism of A^T*M, namely R{Xk, Xi): 
— ^ i j ^ijkidiCLj. By (3.1) and lemma 3.4 , at the base point x of a 
synchronous frame, we have 
A = d6 + Sd 
=-Y^alVkttiVi-aiVialVk 
k,l 
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= - Y ^ { a l a i V k ^ i + aialViVk) 
k,l 
= - X l K , ai)VkVi - aial{VkVi - ViVu) ‘ 
k,l 
= - Y , ^ k V k + R 
k 
= V * V + R. 
Since A and V*V are independent of frame, so is R. • 
The Weitzenbock formula is interesting for the case of one-forms. By (3.1), 
aja^ = Sjk — alcLj, we have 
-Rijkia*ajalai 二 Rna*ai — Rijkia*alajai, 
where Ru are the components of the Ricci tensor computed in the frame {Xi] . 
Since a^a/ a 二 0 for all a G A^T*M, the above equation only the Ricci term 
remains. Moreover, for each x 6 M we can consider the Ricci curvature Ric^ as 
an element of Hom(T*M, T*M) via the isomorphisms 
RiCa^ = RijO' 0 9^ e Hom(T^M 0 T^M, R) ^ Hom(T^M, T*M 0 M) 
^ Hom(T^M, T*M) ^ Uom{T*M, T*M) 
Under these isomorphisms, RiCx corresponds to Rua*ai, then we have the below 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 (Bochner's Formula) Let A^ denote the Laplacian acting on 
the one-forms. Then 
Ai = V*V + Ric. 
This gives our the first application of Hodge theory. 
Theorem 3.3 (Bochner's Theorem) If M is compact and oriented, and if 
Ric > 0，then if]^(M) = 0. 
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Proof: 
If H^ji{M) / 0, then by the Hodge theorem there exists a nonzero 
uj e KerAi. We have 
0 = {Auj,u;) = {V*Vu,u)^{Ricuj,uj) = (Vo;,Va;)+ / {Ricu,u) dvol{x). 
JM 
The term (Vo;, Vcj) is nonnegative, thus the right hand side of the 
equation is positive, there is a contradiction. • 
Hence a compact and oriented manifold M with i ^ + 0 admits no metric 
with positive Ricci curvature. 
In the following we will use the Weitzenbock formula to prove the Garding's 
inequality, this is used in §2.4, for the Laplacian on forms. 
Theorem 3.4 For all s G Z+ U {0}； there exists a positive constant Cg such that 
M | s + 1 < C^“|M|s + ||(G^  + (^)0;||s), 
for all uj e Hs+iAP. 
Proof: 
Let u e A^T*M. By a partition of unity argument, we may assume 
that uj has a support contained in a coordinate chart. We will do 
induction on s. 
Since A 二 {d + 5){d + 5) = {d + 6)*{d + S), we have 
\{d^S)uj\\l = ((d + S)u,(d + S)u;} = {Au,cu) 
= { { V * V + R)uj,u) = ||Vo;||g + (i^a;,a;). 
Since R is bounded below on M, there exists a constant Ci such that 
||Vo;||2 < CiilMl + IK^ + ^Ml)- (3.11) 
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We now compare ||Vo;||o with |M|f. For cj = uJidx ,^ we write V^ = 
di — Ti as in the proof of lemma 3.4, we have 
|Vo;||o 二 / (Vo;, Vio) dvol 
JM 
= / {ViU) (8) dx\ WjUJ 0 dx^) dvol 
JM 
= / g^ViUJ,VjuS)dAJol 
JM 
二 [ g'H{di — r,)o;，{dj - Tj)uj) dvol 
JM 
= I g • diUjdjUJj dvol 
JM 
• 
- f g . TiUj[2dj - Tj)uj dvol, (3.12) 
JM 
where g denotes some products of g^^ giving rise to the positive def-
inite inner products {•, -)^ on APT*M. Apply the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality on the last term in (3.12), we get 
||Vo;||^  > (||o;||? - ||o;||^  - C2||a;||0||a;||1, (3.13) 
for some constant C2, since the coefficients Tj are bounded above on 
M. Given e > 0, there is K > 0 such that for all a, b > 0，we have ab < 
ec? + Kh^. Thus we can write C2||o;||o|M|i < (l/2)||ct;||f + C3||6j||Q. 
Substitue this in (3.13) gives 
l|Vo;||^>^||a;||^-C3||a;||^. (3.14) 
Combining (3.11) and (3.14) gives a constant C4 with 
\uj\\l < C4(lkllo + 2||a;||o||(c/ + (^ )(j||o + ||((i + (5)a;|| ,^ 
and taking the square root of this inequality finishes the proof for 
s = 0. 
For s > 0, denote d + S by A. We have 
Mls+1 < ^ llft^lls < Cs-i{\\diu\\s-i + \\Ddiu;\\s-i) 
i 
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by induction. Since d is a first order differential operator, ||^ cj||s_i < 
i^||o;||s. Moreover, [jD,di] = Dd{ — diD is apparently a second order 
operator, but it is easy to check that the highest order differentia-
tions cancel, and so [D, di] is only first order. Thus by the triangle 
inequality, 
\DdiUj\\s-i < ||^ r^ a;||5-i + \\[D,di]oj\\s-i 
< 74i||Do;||5 + ^2||^||s-
We finally obtain the Garding inequality. 
• 
3.4 The Laplacian in Exponential Coordinates 
This section gives a formula for the Laplacian in exponential polar coordinates 
which will be used in the next chapter. 
Fix X G M and choose a neighborhood U of x which is difFeomorphic to 
a neighborhood of 0 G T^M under the exponential map. Let {Xi{y)} be an 
orthonormal frame of TyM for y G U, and let {6^} be the dual frame for T*M. 
By lemma 3.4, the Laplacian on functions is given by 
5d = -aiVia]Vj = -a,a*ViV^- — ai{ViO^)Vj 
= - { a i , a*}ViVj + a*aiViVj — ai(ViO^)Vj 
=-ViVi-ai(Vi9')Vj, 
where we sum over i,j and note that a>i = 0 on functions. Writing V{Q^ = —F]^ ^^ , 
we have 
^i(v.^^)v, = - a , r i ^ ' v , = - r i v , = - V v , ^ x . 
since ai9^ = Sf. Thus we obtain 
A = -ViVi + Vv^^x,. 
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Now fix r small enough and let S be the sphere in M consisting of all points 
of distance r from x. We want to relate A to A^, the Laplacian on S with respect 
to the induced metric. 
The Levi-Civita connection on S is given by V x ^ = Vx^- (Vx^^, T)T, where 
T is the unit tangent vector field to geodesies radiating from x. We assume that 
T = Xn- Since V r ^ = 0 , the sum only goes from 1 to n — 1. Then 
n—l 
^5 = X^(-VjV^- + VvxjXj-{VxjXj,T)T) 
j=l 
n—l 
=^(-V,V,. + V v ; , . x , - / i - V T ) . 
j=i 
where h = {Vxj^j, T). Then we have the relation between A and A^. 
A = - V r V r + A^ + h . • � • (3.15) 
In order to simplify the h term, we will used the exponential coordinates. 
Recall that a geodesic 7(^) can be written as 7(^) = exp(r7'(O)) for small r. 
Given r] G T^(o)Af，for small r, s the set $(r, s) = exp[r(7'(O) + sr])] be a family 
of geodesies radiating from 7(O) with $(r, 0) = 7(O). For r, s small enough, $ is 
injective except when r = 0. Let T = d^{dr), X = d^{ds), X is the variational 
vector field of the family ¢, we have, 
VxT — VrX = [X, T] = [d^dr), ¢/¢(¾)] = d^{[dr, ^ ] ) 二 0 
so V x T 二 V r X and 
VrVrX = VrVxT = VxVrT^ + R{X, T)T. 
Since VrT 二 0, the variational vector field satisfies the Jacobi equation 
VrVTX + i^(T,X)T = 0. 
In particular, T and rT are Jacobi fields and any Jacobi field can be written as 
J = aT + 6rT + y , where a, b G M and Y is a vector field, pointwise perpendicular 
to T, along 7. 
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Let y = exp^(rT(o)), and consider the map d{exp^)rT{o) : T^M = TrT{o)TxM ~> 
TyM. Let { e i , . . . , e„ = T = dr} be a parallel orthonormal frame along 7(r). We 
denote D = D{r) = det(dexp^) = det{Pdexp^) the determinant computed with 
respect to the bases {e;(0)}, {e^(r)} of T^:M,TyM, where P : TyM ~^ T^M de-
notes parallel translation along 7. 
The Jacobi fields Zi with initial conditions Zi{0) 二 0, VrZi{0) = ci can be 
given by 
Zi = 4~ exp[r(T(0) + 5e,(O))], (3.16) 
as s=o 
so Z„ = rT. 
Let A = A{r) be the matrix determined by the equation Aci = Z�. By the 
identification TrT{o)TxM with TxM^ we have D is given by the determinant of the 
matrix whose columns are the vectors 
妄 exp[rT(0) + s C i ] =县 exp[r(T(0) + se i / r ) . 
ds s=o as s=o 
For fixed i, we have D = r"Met(A). Note that ^det (^) 二 det(A) . tr(A_i^<A), 
and V r = dr at x. Then 
D-^WrD = r^det-\A){-nr-^-^det{A) + r-^Vrdet{A)) 
7¾ 
= - - + tr(^-^Vr^). (3.17) 
For i < n, since VrCj = 0, 
{A-^VTA)ei 二 A " i V T ( l i ) = A-'VrZi = A''Vz,T = A-'AVe,T = Ve,T. 
We have used Vr^i 二 Vz^T and Aei = Z�. 
For i 二 n, AT 二 Acn = Z^ = rT, so 
(A-'VTA)en = A-^rrT = A-'T = r-'T. 
Then tT(A- 'VTA) = { r - ' T , T ) + Er=i ' (Ve.T,e ,) , we use 0 = e , ( e , , T ) = 
(Ve,6i, T) + {ci, V e T ) to relate h and D. 
n-l 
D-'VrD = - ^ + (r-^T,T> + 5^(VeT,6 , ) 
i=l 
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1 n—l 
n — 1 v^ /— ^v 
= - ~ - - E ( ^ e . e , , T ) 
i=i 
n — 1 , , � 
= h. (3.18 
r 
Thus, we have 
h = -(J^^ + D-^VrDy 
For f is a function of r alone, then Asf = 0. So we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5 Let r be the radial coordinate in exponential polar coordinates con-
tered at x, let T = d” D = det{dexp^) and let As be the Laplacian on the sphere 
S of constant distance r � f r o m x, for r�small. Then for y G S and f G C°°{M), 
we have 
^f{y) = - VrVr/O/) + ^sf{y) - ( ^ + D-'VTD)vTf{y). 
In particular, if f is a function of r alone, then 
A/ = - £ / - ( ^ - ^ ~ ^ / -
Chapter 4 
The Construction of the Heat 
Kernel 
In this chapter we will construct the heat kernels for the Laplacians on functions 
and forms on compact manifolds. At the same time, we will study the short time 
behavior of the heat kernels. This short time behavior contains a large amount of 
geometry information. It is worth noting that M. Kac posed the question whether 
the spectrum of the Laplacian ( which determines the short time behavior of the 
heat equation) does, in fact determines the Riemannian metric of the manifold. 
Throughout this chapter M will denote a closed, connected, oriented manifold 
of dimension n. 
4.1 Preliminary Results for the Heat Kernel 
In the remarks of the §2.2, we derived the expression for the heat kernel 
e^T,y) = Yle-xJMx)My), 
i 
where {cj>i) is an orthonormal basis of L^{M) satisfying A^i = Xi4>i. 
63 
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Proposition 4.1 Assume there exists e(t,x,y) G C°°(M+ x M x M) satisfying 
{dt + A^)e{t,x,y)=^0 
lim / e{t, X, y)f{y)dvol{y) = f{x) 
" U JM 
for all f G L^{M). Then we have the pointwise convergence 
e[t,x,y) = Y^e-^'^(|)i{x)^i{y). 
i 
Moreover, e{t, x, y) is the heat kernel 
Proof: 
Let {0 } be as above. Fix t and x write e(t, x,.) = J2 fiXt, ^)^i{'), with 
equality in L^{M) in the variable y. Thus fi(t, x) = (e(t, x, y), ^i(y))= 
fj^ e{t, X, y)4>i{y) dvol{y). In the below, we abbreviate dvol[y) by dy. 
Then 
dtfi{t, x) = dt / e{t,x,y)^i{y) dy 
JM 








fi{t,x) = ki{x)e-^''. 
Express an arbitrary element f G L^{M) as f = ^ai(j)i. Then 
/ (x ) 二 lim / e{t,x,y)f{y) dy 
"U JM 
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which implies ki{x) = ^i{x). Thus 
e{t,x,y) = Y2^'^'^M^)My) 
i 
in L^{M) in the variable y for fixed t, x. As a result, there exists a 
sequence ik ~> 00 such that 
h 
fe_Ad(^i(:r)0i(y) ~^ e{t,x,y) 
i=Q 
pointwise for any t, x and for almost all y. By Parseval's equality, 
{e{t/2,xr),e{t/2,x',-)) = Y^e-^M^)e-^M^') 
i 
二 ； ^ e - � ^ M * i M， 
i 
and so ^ - e'^'^4ti{x)(j)i{x') converges pointwise with limit continuous 
in t, X, x'. Therefore Y1- e'^'^cf)i[x)^i{y) ^ e{t, x, y) pointwise every-
where. • 
Note that Y1- e~ '^^ 4>i[x)4>i{y) also converges to e{t, x, y) in H“M x M), for 
each t > 0 and for all s G R. 
Corollary 4.1 X > - A " = Tr(e_M) = f^e{t,x,x)dx. 
Proof: 
Since ^ - e'^'^^i{x)^i{x) converges to e{t, x, x) for any x and each 
term is nonnegative, we have 
/ e{t, X, x) dx — / y^ e'^'^(j)i{x)4)i{x) dx 
JM JM • 
= E e - 叫 ^i{x)^i{x)dx 




This finishes the proof. • 
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4.2 Construction of the Heat Kernel 
4.2.1 Construction of the Parametrix 
A natural idea is to modify the Euclidean heat kernel to get the heat kernel on a 
Riemannian manifold M. We carry out this idea as follows. 
First, recall that there exists e > 0 such that for all x E M, the map 
exp^ : Ee(0) C T^M — K 
is diffeomorphism, where V^  is a neighborhood of x. For y G Vx, let r(x, y), r(x, y) < 
e, be the length of the radial geodesic joining x to y. We define a neighborhood of 
the diagonal in M x M by Ue = {(x, y) e M x M : y e K , r{x, y) < e}. Consider 
G{t,x,y)三(47Tt)-"/2e-T^ G C^(R+ x U,). We shall guess at a solution ofthe 
heat equation on U^ by modifying G(t,oo,y). 
Fix k e Z+ and set 
2 ( ) 
S = Sk = Sk[t,a:,y) 二 (47 r f ) - te - ^^〜o( r ,2 / ) + . . . + ^^A:(r，")f^ ), 
for unknown functions Ui G C^{Ue). Clearly, 
QS / j^ 厂2 V 
~ ^ = G . ( ( - - + ^ ) K + . . . + t^Uk) + (^i + 2u2t + . . . + kukt^-^)^. (4.1) 
To compute A^5, we use the formula A(fg) = (Af)g — 2{df,dg) + fAg. The 
formula can easily be checked by means of normal coordinates at each point. 
Then 
AyS = {AG){uo + . . . + Ukt^) - 2{dG, d{uo + ... + Ukt^)) 
+GA{uo + . . . + Ukt^ ), (4.2) 
Next, we use the expression of the Laplacian in exponential coordinates in 
§3.4. Since 
drG = -^G, 2t , 
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and 
d^G 1 r2 
^ ^ = -(— - - ) G dr^ _ ^2t 4^2>* ' 
we have 
AG - - — - — f — n - l \ 
dr^ dr \ D r / 
(n r*2 \ ^ r D, ^ , � 
= i 2 t - ^ ) ^ ^ 2 t D ^ ^ (4-3) 
where D' denotes drD, and 
{dG, d{uo + ... + Ukt^)) 
/dG^ dG」， .,\ 
=\^dr + —, d{uo + . •. + Ukt)) 
= 凑 - ’ 尝 - + > + … + ^ - + ^ - 〉 
= ( ^ r , ^ . + ... + A r ) 
\ or or or / 
= $ ( — + 丨 fk^Uk� 
dr V dr dr ) 
= - ¾ ¾ ^ + . . . + ^ ) ^ ( - ) 
where {dG/dO)dO has the obvious meaning and we have used Gauss' lemma. 
Combining the above equation, we get 
( j. D, 
{dt + A^)^ = G • (^1Z1 + ... + kt^-^Uk + ^^{uo + ... + t^Uk) 
+ 7 ( ¾ ^ + . • • + t ' ^ ) + A,^o + • •. + t 'AyU,) • (4.5) 
We can solve {dt + A)S = {Ant)"^e-''^^^y^/^H^AyUk{x, y) by making all the terms 
containing f-W2)-1 vanish, for i — 0，1,..., k. Equal coefficient of ^-W2)-i and 
,z-(n/2)-i, we get so-called transport equations 
duo r D' 
厂 1 +斤仰： 0 _ 
dui (r D' \ A 
r~^ + \2~D~^J^'~^^^'~^ = 0，^ 二 1，-.-，於. (4.7) 
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(4.6) reduces to 
dlnuQ 1 d , ^ ,�M 
~ ^ — — 2 y ， D , (4.8) 
so UQ = kDi, where k — k{6). Since we want u^ defined at r — 0, we must set k 
equal to a constant. Setting k 二 1, we get 
—工 , " ) = / n t 1 “、、， (4.9) 
y/D{exp-^{y)) 
and in particular 
Uo{x, x) = 1. 
For forms case, Uo{x^ x) is the identity endomorphism. 
To find the other ui, we first solve a simpler version of (4.7), 
dui /rD' \ ^ 
厂 1 + ( 5万 +如 = 0 . 
By the variation of parameters technique, this has the solution kr~^D~^l^, with 
k = k{0) arbitrary. Then the trick is to assume that Ui = kr-tD-寧,with 
k = k{r). Plugging this expression into (4.7) gives 
^ = -DHAu,^,y-K 
Let x{s) be the unit speed geodesic from x to y, s € [0, r]. Aui—i is a function of 
r along this geodesic, and so the last equation can be solved by an r integration. 
We obtain 
Ui{x,y) = - r - � 3 0 , y ) D , y ) J � D - 2 { x { s ) ) A y U i . 1 { x ( s ) , y ) s ' - 'ds . (4.10) 
For Ui defined inductively by (4.9) and (4.10), we have 
(¾ + Ay)Sk = (47Tt)-t e - i t^ AyUk. (4.11) 
An induction argument shows that Ui G C^{Ue). We now extend S to be a 
function defined on all M x M. We pick a function 77 G C^{M x M) with 
T]{x,y) e [0,1], 7]三 0 on M x M — U�and rj 三 1 on C4/2- Let Hk 三 7/¾ G 
C°°(R+ X M X M). 
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Definition 4.2.1 A parametrixfor the heat operatordt+Ay is a function H{t, x, y) G 
C^{M+ X M X M ) such that (a) (¾ + Ay)H G C^([0, oo) x M x M) and (b) 
lirut—o fM H(t, X, y)f{y) dy = f{x). 
Lemma 4.1 Hk is a parametrix if k > n/2. In fact (¾ + Ay)i^ G C^([0, oo) x 
M X M ) z / A : > / + f . 
Proof: 
We need to prove two thing (a)(^ + Ay)H G C°([0,oo) x M x M) 
and (b) /im<_^ o J^^( t ,x ,2 / ) / ( y ) dy — f{x). (a) Note that H 三 0 on 
R+ X (M X M - Ue), so {dt + Ay)H trivially extends. 
On R+ X Ue/2, 
{dt + Ay)Hk = {dt + A^)^ = (47r)-tt^ -t e-经 AyU^ ^  0, 
as t ^ 0. Thus (dt + Ay)H again extends by zero on this set. Finally, 
on R+ X (Ue — "e/2), 
(dt + Ay)Hk = T]{dt + A^)^ - 2{d7), dSk) + [^yT])Sk 
_n _j^ 
= [ A T ^ t ) - 2 e - ^ ( j ) { t , x , y ) , 
for some function 0(t, x, y) G C°°(R+ x M x M) with at most a pole 
of order t~^ at t = 0. Since r > e/2, we can extend (¾ + A^)i / by 
zero. 
(b) We show that 
lim / (47Tt)"t e'^r]{x, y) [uo{x, y) + ... + t^Uk{x, y))f{y) dy = f[x). 
" 0 JM 
2 
We now consider the integral limt—o /^(47r^)"t 77(x, y) e~^Ui{x, y)f{y) dy 
r _n _r^ 
lim / (47Tt)"2 7y(x, y) e'^Ui(x, y)f{y) dy 
" ° JM 
r _n _rl 
=lim / (47Tt)"2 r/(x, y) e'^Ui{x, y)f{y) dy 
“ J B , / , { x ) 
f _n _^ 
+ !i^ / (47Tt)"2 r]{x, y) e'^Ui{x, y)f{y) dy. 
“0 JM-B,/2{x) 
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For r > e/2, the second integral on the right hand side vanishes as 
t ~^ 0. We use the exponential coordinates to deal with the first 
integral on the right hand side, it makes the integral becoming an 
ordinary integral over W = T^M. 
/ (47Tt)-t T][x, y) e-'^Ui{x, y)f(y) dy 
JB,,^{x) 
= / (47Tt)"^ e ^^Ui(x, exp^v)f(exp^v) B(v)dv^ •.. dv^ 
^5e/2(0)CTxM 
= / (47rt)~^ e ^^Ui(x, exp^v)f(exp^v) B ( v ) d v ^ . . . dv^, 
JTxM 
2 
with Ui extended to be zero off Be/2{x). Since {A7rt)~^e~^ is the 
ordinary heat kernel of E"，as t ~^ 0 the last integral converges to 
^t(^, exp^O)/(exp^O) D{0) = m{x, x)f{x). 
Since uo{x,x) — 1, we have 
r _n _r^ 
lim / (47Tt)"2 e_iF r/(x, y) uo{x, y)f{y) dy = f{x), 
HU JM 
and 
r _n _r^ 
Jim / (47Tt)"2 e"^ T]{x, y) fui(x, y)f{y) dy = 0, 
"U JM 
for i > 0. 
For k > 1 + f , 
(¾ + Ay)Hk = {dt + A,)& - (4^)-t^^-t 6-¾^ AyUk, 
on R+ X Ue/2- Obviously, (¾ + Ay)Hk G C'([0, 00) x U*). The rest 
part is same as (a). • 
4.2.2 The Heat Kernel for Functions 
In this subsection we will finish the construction of the heat kernel for functions. 
Let X, Y be operators on a Hilbert space offunctions. We assume that X, Y have 
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well-defined heat operators e~~tx, e-,^, i.e. a semigroup of bounded self-adjoint 
operators satisfying 
{dt + X)e-'^f = 0, lime-^^/ = / , 
V r U 
and similarly for Y. In the following, we denote expressions such as e—tXf just 
by e-认. 
Proposition 4.2 (Duhamel's formula) Provided g-*(^+^) exists, we have 
e-t(x+n = e—tx - r e-(^-^)(^+n Ye-^x 办. 
Jo 
Proof: 
By the semigroup property, we have e~*^ is injective. Since e_tx is 
injective and self-adjoint, it is surjective. We denote its inverse by 
e K Let B{t) = e—^+v) e K Then 
字 = e - * ( x + Y ) {-{X + Y)) 6认 + e-"Hy) e'XX =―己—“叉+^) Ye'^, 
iJbL 
since e^^X = Xe,x. Thus 
e-"X+Y) etX — j^ = _ r f ( X + y ) y^.X 机 
Jo 
and so 
e f + > 0 — 已 认 = - � ^ - s { x + Y ) y^(.-^)x ds 
Jo 
= — f e-^t-s)[X+Y) y^-sX 如 
Jo 
This finish the proof. • 
Given operators A{t), B{t) on our Hilbert space, define A * B to be 
A^B= f A{t - s)B{s) ds. 
Jo 
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Then we can rewrite the Duhamel's formula as 
e-t(x+y) = e-tx — g-t(x+y) * (Ye-'^). 
We denote the A-fold product A * ... * A by A*^ and set A*^ = A. It is easy to 
check that * is associative, so the notation is unambiguous. 
Corollary 4.2 We have 
一 (糾） = e - t x + 亡(_1”~_ + (—1广+、+1, 
j=i 
where 
K = e_tx * (Ve-'^)*^ 
and 
rn = e-"UY) * {Ye-'^yr 
Proof: 
The proof is by induction on n. For n — 0，the corollary reduces to 
Duhamel's formula. 
We first apply Duhamel's formula to the g-*(^+^) to get the relation 
between r and b. 
Vn = e-^ (^ + )^ * {Ye-'^y^ 
=(e—认-e-#+Y) * {Ye-'^)) * (Fe—’* " 
= e - 认 * {Ye-'^y^ - e_,(x+n * {y^-tXy{n^i) 
—bn — Tn+l' 
The corollary follows. 口 
Given X, F, we can construct the heat operator for X + Y from the heat 
operator of X by the above corollary: 
00 
e-t(x+n = e-tx + ^- tx * J 2 ( Y e - ' ^ r , (4.12) 
j=i 
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provided Vn+i — 0 in the Hilbert space. 
Follow this way, we can construct the heat operator for A by setting A 二 
X + y , then 
00 
e -仏 = e - t x + e - t x * ^ ( ( A - X ) e — a ) ” . . (4. 13) 
j=i 
Let X be a operator such that (¾ + X)H = 0 and K = (¾ + A)H. Then the 
kernel of Ye~*^ is YxH(t,x,y). Extend the Hilbert space H of functions to the 
space of time dependent functions 7i x R. Then e_*x acts on this space by 
e-tx^p[t,oc)=f dO f H{t-s,x,z)^{s,z) dvol{z). 
Jo JM 
Thus if B{t) is any operator with kernel B[t, x, y), e_*x * B has kernel 
[dO [ H{0,x,q)B{t-e,q,y) dq. 
Jo JM 
Therefore, we obtain the formal expression for the heat kernel we want. 
0 0 
e{t,x,y) = H{t, X, y) + [H * ^ ( - l ) ^ ( A - X)Hy\t, x, y) 
A=1 
0 0 
=H[t, X, y) + [H * 5 ^ ( - 1 ) ^ ( ( ¾ + A)B)*'](t , X, y) 
A=1 
0 0 
-H{t, X, y) + [H * ^(-l)^iT*^](t,:., y). 
x=i 
We now begin to show that the above kernel is the heat kernel. To begin, for 
A, B e CO([0, 0 0 ) X M X M ) , note that 
( 4 * B ) ( t , a ; , y ) = / d9 [ A{6, X, q)B{t - 6>, g, y) dq G C^([0, 00) x M x M). 
Jo JM 
Lemma 4.2 Set Kk = (¾ + � � H k . Then Qk = Er=i(-l)^^^^fc^ exists and is 
in C'([0,cx)) X M x M) ifk > 1 + (n/2). Moreover, given T > 0，there exists 
C = C{T) so that lQk{t,x,y)l < C • t^"t for allte [0,T . 
Proof: 
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By lemma 4.1，we have Kk = (¾ + Ay)Hk G C^([0,oo) x M x M). 
WritingX, = (^ + A,)(77^). 
{dt + ^ y){T]Sk) = dt{r^Sk) + ^y{r^Sk) 
=T]dtSk + {/^yT])Sk — 2{dr], dSk) + v^ySk 
=V{dt + Ay)Sk + {AyT])Sk - 2{dr], dSk). 
Performing the differentiation, we get 
私丨《A(7>*-("2) < ^(T)T^-(^/2)三 B, 
for some constants A = A{T), B. Since |^| does not blow up as 
t — 0，as drj and Ar] have support bounded away the diagonal in 
M X M. We now claim that 
j^BX-lyX-l^k-{n/2)+X-l 
l � * ( f ， A " ) l � � — ！ + l ) ( , — ! + 2 ) . . M — ! + A — l ) , (4.14) 
where V = vol(M). By induction, the case A 二 1 has been done. 
Assuming the claim is ture for A — 1. 
\K;'\ < fdO [ \Kl^'-'\e,x,q)\\K,{t-e,q,y)\dq 
Jo JM 
广 f j{^X-2yX-2Qk-in/2)+X-2 
- J o ^^M(A:-f + l)---(/c-f + A-2) .B 
= ^B^'^V^'^V r nk-(n/2)+X-2 .n 
_ (^:_| + 1广..(々 —| + 入一2)人 
The right hand side of (4.14) is bounded by a constant times 
^BVtY-Hk-jn/2) 
r(A:_| + A-2)' (母-丄… 
so the ratio test shows that Yl^=i \^ k^ \ converges. This implies that 
5^二1(—1广+1巧入 converges to a continuous function in t, x, y if k > |. 
(4.15) implies \Qk\ < C . tk-_ for some constant C. 
Since Kk G C^([0, oo) x M x M), Kk * Kk G C^([0, oo) x M x M). So 
Qk e C^([0,oo) X M X M) • 
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Lemma 4.3 (i) IfP e C^{[0,oo)xMxM), then P^Hk G C (^R+ x M x M), 
ifk>l + ^. 
(ii) (a, + A ) ( P * ^ ) = P + P * & z/A;>2 + f . 
Proof: 
(i) It is easy to check, but Hk will blow up at zero. 
(ii) By the Leibriz rule and the definition of parametrix, we have 
(dt + Ay)(P*Hk) = (dt + A,) [ dO [ P(0,x,q)Hk[t-0,q,y)dq 
Jo JM 
=lim / P(s, X, q)Hk{t - s, q, y) dq 
s4* JM 
+ [ dO [ P{0,x,q)'dtHk{t-0,q,y)dq 
Jo JM 
+ [ dO [ P{0,x,q)'AyHk{t-e,q,y)dq 
Jo JM 
=P{t,x,y) 
+ [ dO [ P(0,x,q).(dt + Ay)Hk(t-0,q,y)dq 
Jo JM 
=P + P*Kk. 
• 
Theorem 4.1 Set e{t,x, y) = Hk{t,x,y) — Qk * Hk(t,x,y). Then e{t,x, y) G 
C ° ° ( E + X M X M ) is independent ofk ifk > 2 + | and is the heat kernel 
Proof: 
By our hypothesis on k, e(t, x, y) is C\ so we require k > 2 + |. We 
now show that e{t, x, y) satisfies the hypotheses of the Proposition 
4.1. By the last lemma, 
{dt^Ay)e{t,x,y) = {dt + Ay){Hk-Qk^Hk) 
=Kk - Qk — Qk * Kk 
oo oo 
= K , - ^{-ir^'Kl' - ^(-l)A+iir*^ , K, 
X=1 X=1 
二 0. 
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We also have 
}im / e{t,x,y)f{y) dy = lim ( / Hk{t,x,y)f{y) dy 
“0«/M " O W M 
-jj,Qk^Hk){t,x,y)f{y)dy) 
= f { x ) - lim / {Qk^Hk){t,x,y)f{y)dy. 
“ ” M 
Set Rk 三 Qfc/(t*-(M)), then Rk 三々 於/(力於-(几/2)  is bounded for all t 
in some finite interval, so by Lemma 4.1, for k > |, 
lim / {Qk*Hk){t,x,y)f{y) dy “u j ^ 
= limp-("2) f {R,^Hk){t,x,y)f{y)dy = 0. 
“ ° JM 
Hence e(t, oc, y) is the heat kernel, and by the uniqueness of the heat 
kernel must be independent of k. As a result, Hk — Qk * H^ G 
Cfc-(n/2)(j^+ X M X M) for all k, so e{t, x, y) G C^{R+ x M x M). • 
4.2.3 The Heat Kernel for Forms 
In this subsection, we will construct the heat kernel for forms, this follow [13 . 
The work is similar to construct the heat kernel for functions. First, we construct 
a parametrix 
柳,1") = 1 1 ^ 6 — 气 ^ > 加 " ) ） 
z—0 
where itf(x, y) are smooth double-p forms determined by u^{x^ x) is the identity 
endomorphism of A^T*M, i.e. u^{x, y) satisfies the so-called transport equations 
v^l^<(x, y) + ^ ^ < ( ^ . y) = 0, 
V^A<(:r,2/) + [i + ^ ^ u \ [ x , y ) + /\yu\_^{x,y) = 0， i ^ l,...,A;. 
and 
(¾ + Ay)S�(t, X, y) = ^^^e-^t'Ay,(x, y). 
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We also use the formula 
A(/u;) = {Af)u; - 2{df, Vu) + fAuj, 
for f G C^{M), uj e C^K^. Then we can find 
u'i{x,y) = -r-'{x,y)D-'2[y) r Di{x{s)) //sAyulMs),y) s'-' ds. 
Jo 
where /八 denotes parallel translation along the geodesic 斗）from x(s) to x. We 
then define H^, K^. The other computation is similar. The details are in [13 . 
4.3 The Asymptotics of the Heat Kernel 
We write A ( t ) � [ 二 如 bkt^ if for all N > ko, 
l i m ^ - E / = , M : 
t^0 tN 
Note that Y1 bkt^, which is called the asymptotic expansion of A{t), need not 
converge for any value of t. 






e{t,x,x) = {Hk - Qk *Hk){t,x,x), 
for any k � 0 . Since \Qk\ < C . 一-(几/2)，we have (47rZ)"2|Q& * i/^| < 
C. 一+i. As {Ai:tY'^Hk{t, X, x) = UQ{x, x)+ui{x, x)t + .. . + Uk{x, x)t^, 
we see that 
(47Tt)"/^e(t, X, x) = Uo{x, x) + ui{x, x)t + .. • + Uk(x, x)t^ + R{t, x), 
where limt^o 叫,x)/t^ = 0. • 
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This proposition gives the important asymptotic expansion for the trace of the 
heat kernel. 






CLk= / Uk{x, x) dvol{x). 
JM 
Proof: 
Y^e-^^'= [ e{t,x,x)�[{^7Tt)-^/^^Uk{x,x)t^ dvol 




We now give an application of the above theorem. Two Riemannian manifolds 
are isospectral if their Laplacians on functions have the same eigenvalues, counted 
with multiplicities. 
Corollary 4.3 Let M andN be compact isospectral Riemannian manifolds. Then 
M and N have the same dimension and the same volume. 
Proof: 
Let {Aj} be the spectrum for M and N, and dim M — m, dim 
N = n, we have 
0 0 广 
{ ^ 7 r t ) - - ^ ' j : { j ^ u r { x , x ) y � ; ^ e - \ £ 
k—0 z 
00 广 
〜 ( 4 n t r ^ E [ • ， • . 
k=0 JN Z 
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This immediately implies m = n. Thus 
(4^t)-/^[ [ u^{x,x)- [ <(x,x)] 
JM JN 
00 f f 
+ t ) - _ ' j 2 [ 暴 工 ) - / < ( $ ,• . 
fc=l \JM JN , 
This implies 
/ u^[x,x) = / u^{x,x). 
JM JN 
and by iterating this argument, 
/ u^[x,x) = / U^{x,x), 
JM JN 
for all k. In particular, Since u^i^x, x) — 1, we obtain vol(M) = vol(7V). 
• 
Recall that ^ , VRx^ V^Rx^ • ‘ • denote the covariant derivatives of the cur-
vature tensor at x, and that a polynomial P in the curvature and its covariant 
derivatives is called universal if its coefficients depend only on the dimension of 
M. We use the notation P{Rx, V ^ , • •., V^Rx) to denote a polynomial in the 
components of the curvature tensor and its covariant derivatives, computed in a 
Rimannian normal coordinate chart at x. 
Lemma 4.4 On an n-manifold, 
Ui{x,x) - iTU4), 
u^{x,x) = P n R x , V R , , V ^ R , , . . . , V ' ' - ' R , ) , i > 2 , 
for some universal polynomials P^. 
We only use this lemma without proof. We now begin to compute Ui{x, x). 
Proposition 4.4 Ui{x, x) = ^s(x), where s(x) is the scalar curvature. 
Proof: 
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Because P^ is a universal polynomial, we calculate ui{x, x) on S^ 
with the standard metric. Consider Riemannian normal coordinates, 
for y close to x, write y = exp^rv, for some v G TxM with |叫=1 . 
Then det g (exp^)=(广丄 sinr)"_i, and by the Taylor expansion 
for sinr/r at r = 0, 
.f X 1 、 .smr (j^ 
nr)三 uo{x,exp^rv) = ( ) 2 
= l + ^ W : = - l ) " 0 ( r 6 ) , 




= ( ^ + 0((rrf)) 
+(n - 1) ( ^ ( 1 — ^ + 0((Tr)4)) ( ^ r r + 0((rr)^)) . 
Performing the change of variables rr = s in (4.10), and plugging all 
these expansions into the formula 
1 ,1 
Ui{x, exp^rv) = ~~j^ / \Jdet ey.^^{Trv)/S.yUQ{x, exp^rrv) dr, 
\Jdet expert* Jo 
we get Ui{x, exp^ry) — ^ ^^~^^ + 0(r^). Thus 
^ i ( ^ , ^ ) =咖。1 ) 
6 
on S^. Since s{x) = n{n — 1) for all x G S^, which gives the result. • 
By the above proposition, we are easy to get the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 Let (M, g) and (A/", h) he compact isospectral surfaces. Then M 
and N are diffeomorphic. 
Proof: 
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In the proof of Corollary 4.3, we have 
/ u^{x, x) dvol{x) = / u^{x, x) dvol[x). 
JM JN 
On the surface, the scalar curvature is twice the Gaussian curvature, 
so by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, 
67Tx(M) = / u^{x,x) dvol{x) = / u^{x,x) dvol{x) = 67rx(A^). 
JM JN 
However, two oriented surface with the same Euler characteristic are 
diffeomorphic. • 
The expressions of the other Ui(x,x) are too complicated. In [7], the author 
f ^ 
have computed u2(x, x) and obtain the expression: 
u2{x,x) = ^{2RijkiR''''{x) + 2RjkR''{x) + 5s\x) - 12As{x)). 
We now compute the asymptotics for the heat kernels on p-forms. As for 
functions, we can show that 
eP{t, X, y) - Y1 e-^''^i{x) ® 0,(y), 
where {cj)i} is an orthonormal basis of L^A^T*M with A^^i : \小1. Then 
E e - A " = T r ( e _ z " ) = f tr eP{t,x,x)dx, 
i JM 
where tr = tr: denotes the pointwise trace on A^T*M � APT*M given by the 
metric. 
Patodi's construction of the heat kernel for forms yields an asymptotic expan-





y V A " � ^ ^ F ( [ truiy. L (4it)-/2 + WM M 
Chapter 5 
The Heat Equation Approach to 
the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet 
Theorem 
The Atiyah-Singer index theorem is a deep generalization of the classical Gauss-
Bonnet theorem, including as special cases the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the 
Hirzebruch signature theorem, and the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem. 
In this chapter, we will give a complete heat equation proof for the Chern-
Gauss-Bonnet theorem, and state without proof the Hirzebruch signature theo-
rem, the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem and the Atiyah-Singer index theo-
rem. Complete proofs can be found in [2] and [7 . 
5.1 The Heat Equation Approach 
Lemma 5.1 For A E M+，let E^ be the X-eigenspace for A^. Then the sequence 
0 — El ^ ... ~^ El — 0 
is exact. 
82 
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Proof: 
If CO e El, then A^+Mo; = dfSPuj = Xduj, so dcu e E^ Thus the 
sequence is well-defined, and has dP = 0. If uj G El has du = 0, then 
Xuj = A^u = {Sd + d5)co = ddu, and so u = d{jSuj), since A / 0. • 
The above lemma is equivlent to say that: 
^ + J : 0 ^ f ^ 0 ^ ; f + i 
k k 
is an isomorphism. 
Then we can conclude that 
^ ( - l ) M i m E j = 0 (5.1) 
p 
Corollary 5.1 Let {Af} be the spectrum of/SP. Then 
^ ( - l ) ^ ^ e " ^ ^ ' = ^(-l)MimKerA^. 
p i p 
Proof: 
By (5.1), we have 
5 ^ ( _ i r ^ e - ^ = ^ ( - i r ^ ' e - ^ 
P i P 
where the sum ^ is only over those i for which Af = 0. Thus 
r 
J 2 e-A�t = dimKerAP. 
• 
This corollary gives that: 
^ ( - i r ^ T r e - - = ^ ( - i r ^ e - ^ 
p i p i 
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is independent of t, which means that its long time behavior is the same as its 
short time behavior. The long time behavior of Tr e~^^^ is given by the de 
Rham cohomology, while the short time behavior is determined by the geometry 
of the manifold. In particular, by Hodge theorem and last corollary, we have the 
following relation: 




= Y l i - i y Y l [ keP(t,x,x)duol. (5.2) 
p i JM 
By asymptotic expansion of Tr 已—込〜we get 
1 00 p. n 
X{M) � ^ ^ ^ E ( / E ( - i r t r w : ( o ^ a O t i i ; o / y , (5.3) ( 4吟 ^ W M ^ , 
where u\ are the coefficients in the asymptotic expansion ofTr e~^^ .^ Since x (M) 
is independent of t, (5.3) only the constant term on the right hand side can be 
nonzero. 
Theorem 5.1 
(4^ )-^ /2 [ ^{-iytvul{x,x)dvol=[ 0 , k + � 
J^ p=Q X(M) , k = f , dim M even. 
Corollary 5.2 (Gauss-Bonnet Theorem) Let M be a closed oriented surface 
with Gaussian curvature K and area element dA. Then 
X{M) = ^ [ KdA. 
27T JM 
Proof: 
Since *e"*^^ = e~^^^ ^*, we have tr ul{x, x) 二 tr u^~^{x, x). So 
劇 = i L p - l ^ A = 1 | j f — tr . l ) .A 
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We know that tr u\{x, x) — C. s(x) = 2C • K{x) for some constant C. 
Since the standard sphere S^ has constant Gaussian curvature one, 
we get 
2 = 去 / 』 - 幹 去 ( 臺 等 ) . 
Thus C = - ( 2 / 3 ) and x (M) = (27r)-i fj^KdA. • 
This proof shows that Gauss-Bonnet generalizes to a result holding in all dimen-
sions. Chern's generalization of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem states that the Euler 
characteristic can be expressed by the curvature terms Rijki-
Theorem 5.2 (Chern-Gauss-Bonnet Theorem) Let dim M = n be even. 
Then 
X{M) = [ u, 
JM 
where the Euler form u is given in local orthonormal frame by 
� = C n Y1 (¾nC7)(¾nT)J¾^⑴难)T�T(2) • . • R<T{n-l)cr{n)T{n-l)T{n) dvol, 
o-,rGEn 
with T>n the group of permutations of {1,..., n} and 
—(-1广/2 
c" = (87r)^/2(n/2)! • 
5.2 Proof of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet Theorem 
Now we want to show that (47r)""/^ Sp:=o("^)^ trii^(x, x) dvol = oo. First note 
that, in the chapter 4, we have i^f(a:, y) satisfying the transport equation 
( r do \ 
Z + ^ ^ ) < ( Z , " ) = -Ay<_i(x ,2/ ) , 
on the other hand, by Weitzenbock formula, we get 
V , ^ < ( x , y) + [i + ^ ^ ) < ( : r , 2/) 二 - ( V * V + R)uU{x, y). (5.4) 
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when X = y, (5.4) becomes 
iu^i{x,x) = - ( V * V + i^X_i(x ,x) . (5.5) 
Since V^^^f and r = 0 are zero at {x, x). 
dr 
We now rewrite the Weitzenbock formula into 
A = ^ g'^VjVi — Y. gi]r'i]Vk + R. (5.6) 
i,j i,j,k 
Since V^ = di — X1^  k i ^ u 9jk ^ i ^k- Then we can choose a suitable coordinates 
such that (5.6) can rewrite into 
A = B + R + � 2 ) + ^(4) 
where B term has no a or a*,如）term has one a and one a*, 乂⑷ term has two 
a and two a* and zero at x. Then 
n n 
k J 2 i - i y tTui(x, x) = (—1) ^ ( - i r ti[{B+R+A2))"Li(T,工)]. 
p=0 p=0 
and X]p^Q(-l)^ tr ul_^{x, x) also satisfies the equation 
n n 
{k - 1) E ( - l ) P tr uU{x, x) = (—1) 5 ^ ( - i r tv[{B + R + ^(2))<_2(^, x)]. 
p—O p=0 
Repeating this argument, we get 
E ( - i r tr • , x) = ^ ^i-ir tr[{B + R + �2)广�(1，幼， 
p-0 ‘ p=0 
where A^ = A 0 . . . 0 A is composing itseft k times. Note that u^^{x^ x) is identity 
endomorphism. 
Let A 二 c^^Aij G End(A*), by proposition 3.1， 
T r ( ( - l ) F � = T r ( ( - l ) F ~ , . . .， ^， . . .’ n } ) . 
So 几 ^ 
^ ( - i r t r < ( x , x ) = l : ^ h — l , t r i ? � 
p=0 • p=0 
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and by lemma 3.3，we have 
' f ( - i r t r u ^ ( , , , ) 
^ ‘ p=0 
=Cn ^ (^na)(SgnT)i^^(l)<)T(l)r(2)�...i^r(n-lMn)T(n-l)T(n)， 
o-,rGEn 
where c^ = 2"4 ; ;Gn/2) ! • This finishes the proof. 
5.3 Introduction to Atiyah-Singer Index Theo-
rem 
5.3.1 A Survey of Characteristic Forms 
In chapter 2, we have seen how to construct de Rham cohomology classes via 
the Hodge theorem. In this subsection, we will overview the Chern-Weil theory, 
which produces cohomology classes from the curvature of a Riemannian metric. 
Finally, we will carry out the Levi-Civita connection on TM to connections on 
vector bundles. 
Let M be a connected, closed, oriented n-manifold. The map f : H^^[M) ~^ 
R given by [o;] f~> J^o; is an isomorphism. As a result, two n-forms are cohomol-
ogous iff their integrals over M are identical. In particular, if g, g' are two metric, 
the Euler forms � U g > are in same cohomology class by the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem. Thus the Euler form is a curvature expression whose cohomology class 
is independent of the metric. 
We now outline the Chern-Weil prescription for producing other expressions 
in the curvature whose cohomology class is independent of the metric. Taking 
a local frame {5j(x)} of TM, we define the connection one-forms {o;]} for the 
Levi-Civita connection V by 
^Sj{x) = COj{x)Si{x). 
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We also define the curvature two-forms by 
Q} = dcJj - uji 八 � � . 
If {s j } is an orthonormal frame with dual frame {6^}, then Q^ j = —Qj and Qj — 
B i J ^ e � 
Let Q. = (r^ J) to be the matrix of curvature two-forms and dQ = {dQ j^). We 
define multiplication of matrices of forms by the usual matrix multiplication rule 
where we wedge the entries: 
(4)=(的)(4)分4 =《八4-
Similarly, we can define the Lie bracket of matrices of forms. Then 
Q = duj — L0 A CO = duj — - [cj, u . 
Zi 
We also have the Bianchi identity 
dQ. = [cj, Q.. 
Let Mn(F) denote the set of n x n matrices with entries in F, where F is M or 
C. Let P : Mn(F) "^ F be an invariant polynomial in the entries of the matrices, 
i.e. P{T-^XT) = P{X) for all X G M^(F). An invariant polynomial P can 
be evaluated on the matrix Q. Note that the multiplication operations in P are 
replaced by wedge product. Now we consider P is homogeneous of degree q, then 
P(r^) G A^^T*M. P{^) is independent of coordinates, since P is invariant. 
Lemma 5.2 Assume that P is homogeneous of degree q. 
(i) P(Q) is always closed. 
(ii) If ^1 is the curvature matric associated to a metric gi on M, then there 
exists a {2q — l)-form 0 二 0(Q, $li) such that 户⑴）=P(Qi) + d6. 
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Thus each invariant polynomial P, homogeneous of degree q, and each Rieman-
nian metric g on M, we can associate a characteristic form P(r2) such that the 
characteristic class [P(^)] G H^y^M) is independent of g. For the even elemen-
tary symmetric polynomial P2i, the associated cohomology class (-1)1^¾(^^)] G 
Hfj^{M) is called the i^ Pontrjagin class of M. 
If we restrict to skew-symmetric n x n matrices, with n even, there is exactly 
one new invariant P (up to multiplication by a constant)，P[T~^AT)—户⑷ 
where T G SO{n), the Pfaffian Pf(^) of the matrix. The Pfaffian is a polynomial 
with integral coefficients characterized by the equation 
(Pf(^))2 = det^. 
In particular, if dim M 二 2, ther with respect to a local orthonormal frame {6^} 
of T*M, we have 
( 0 nl \ 
( ¾ ) = 1 
V - ¾ 0 y 
and 
Pf(f2) = Ql = R\jjk 八 6>�二 2i^ i2< i^ A 6>2 = -2KdA. 
In fact, the Euler form cj is given by 
(-1)^2 
… ^ ^ 剛 . 
Remark: We define the Euler class e = e(M) to be [u] G H ^ ^ i M ) = 
Hg^^g{M] R). For any closed n-form a, 
/ a = {[a],[M]), 
JM 
where [a] also denotes the singular cohomology class associated to the de Rham 
cohomology class of a, and [M] G Hn{M] E) is the fundamental homology class. 
We have 
X{M) (•) ^(-l)MimKerA^ ^^ f co (当{e, [M]). 
q JM 
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(1) follows from choosing a Riemannian metric on M and using Hodge theory, (2) 
uses the heat equation method, and (3) uses a combination of Chern-Weil theory 
and de Rham theorem. The final form of our generalization of the Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem is thus a theorem in differential topology. 
Now we generalize connections on vector bundles. Consider a connection V 
on a real or complex vector bundle E is a map V : T{E) ^ T{E^T*M) satisfying 
the rule V (/s) 二 df . s + / V s , for all s G r(E), f G C^{M). If {sj} is a locally 
defined set of sections such that {5j (x)} forms a basis of the fiber E^ at each x 
in the domain of the Sj, then Vsj 二 uj^^Si for some matrix (o;j) of one-forms. We 
call the matrix of two-forms ( ^ ) defined by f2) = dcVj — ul 八� ^ the curvature of 
the connection V. 
5.3.2 The Hirzenbruch Signature Theorem 
Now we assume dim M = 4k and define the intersection pairing 
- : i / , ^ ( M ) 0 H , ^ ( M ) ^ R 
by 
uj] . [77] = / CU 八 T]. 
JM 
This is a symmetric bilinear form and is well defined by Stokes’ theorem. More-
over, the intersection pairing is nondegenerate, i.e. if [co] • [rj] 二 0 for all [77], then 
co] = 0. Thus there is a basis {[cj^]} of H j ^ { M ) such that the matrix ([a;^ ] . [ujj]) 
of the intersection pairing diagonalizes to 
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with p's 1 and q,s —1. 
We set the signature a{M) of M to be p - q. The signature is an invariant of 
the smooth structure of M, and by de Rham's theorem it is in fact a topological 
invariant. As for the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem, we will find an analytic 
method for computing the signature in terms of a Riemannian metric, and then 
use the heat equation method to evaluate the signature. 
We define the index of a operator D : % — % on a Hilbert space V, to be 
index(D) = dim Ker D — dim KerD*, 
provided both numbers on the right hand side are finite. If we consider 
D = d + (^: 0 L^A^^T*M — 0 丄2八2计1了*风 
Q q 
then x ( M ) = index {D). 
Now let A* 二 紙 L^A^T*M be the space of complex valued forms on M, and 
define an endomorphism r : A* ^ A* by r|^ 2A</r*M = ？仁⑷*, with the constant c{q) 
chosen so that r^ = 1. i.e. r = r|z,2Agr-M : A^ ^ k^_q then c[q) = q(q_l) + 2k. 
This yields a decomposition A* 二 A+ 0 A" into the section of bundles 八士 二 
{cj e A*; ru = ±0；} of the 土1 eigenspaces of r. In the following, we do not 
distinguishing between a bundle and its sections. Let d + S 二 ©^(c?? + <^") acting 
on forms of mixed degree, and let D 二 {d + 6)\^+- D is called the signature 
operator on M. It is easy to check that D* = d + S : A— ~> A+. 
Let uj is a harmonic form in L^A^T*M, thena;i7"o; E Ker /^|八土. For q / 2k, 
the map 
^ 
小:KeiD A+n(KerA90KerA4fc-9) ~^ KerZ)|A—n(KerA9©KerA4fc—9), 
given by uj + Tu H~> u — rcu is an isomorphism. Then we have 
index{D) = index(Z)|A+nA2O 二 dim Ker(D|A+nA2O 一 dim Ker(D|A-nA2fc) 
=dim(A+ n Ker{d + S) |八2知)-dim(A" n Ker(d + S) |八2知) 
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For UJ e A+ n Ker(c? + 州八2*=, we have *o; = u (as r = * on A^ )^, so 
co] . [cj] = / CO A u = / CJ A *o; > 0. 
JM JM 
Similarly, for uj e A" fl Ker{d + )^1^ 2¾, we have [u] • [o;] < 0. Since 
H^R = Ker(c? + S)U2k = (A+ n Kei{d + S){j^2k) 0 (A" n Ker(c/ + S)\j^2k), 
it follows that 
index(D) - cr(M). 
Thus, there are an analytic expression for the topological invariant a{M). 
Now we consider the Laplacians to be 
A+ = D*D = {S + d){d + S) = Sd + dS : A+ ^ A+, 
A " - DD* = S d ^ d S : A - ^ A - . 
Then we have the corresponding heat kernels e+(Z,a;,y) and the heat operators 
e-込士. As a result, the Hodge theory techniques of chapter 2 yield an eigenform 
decomposition for 八士 with respect to A^. If E^ is the A-eigenspace for 么士，then 
D : E^ ~> E^ is an isomorphism for A + 0. Hence 
a{M) = index(i)) = Tre-M+—Tre—M-




^ ) p=0 
We now denote iiu^^{x, x ) - t r ^ ( x , x) by Lk{x) which is called the Hirzenbruch 
L Polynomial, it is enough to define it on a diagonal matrix. We first define a 
Taylor series of the entries by 
卜 \ 
Lk • • • 
\ 4^fc y 
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4k � 
= f [ - A _ 
丄+tanh \ i=i 
4fc 1 1 2q 
= P ( l + - A , - - A f + . . . + ( - l ) " 2 2 " B 4 + . . . ) 
Z — 1 
where Bq is the q^ Bernoulli number. We now define the Lk polynomial to be 
the component in degree 2k of the Taylor series for Lk. When Lk is evaluated on 
a curvature matrix, this component is denoted by Lk{^)4k-
Theorem 5.3 (Hirzebruch Signature Theorem) 
a(M) = [ I,p)4,. 
JM 
5.3.3 The Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem 
Before stating the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, we will give two more examples 
of operators for which the heat equation method yield results along the line of 
the signature theorem. 
First, let E be a Hermitian vector bundle over a Riemannian manifold (M^^, g) 
with compatible connection V. i.e. d{s, s') = (Vs, s') + (5, Vs') for all 5, s' E 
T{E). We consider the twisted exterior derivative d^ : A*T*M<S>E ^ A*T*M^E 
given by the formula 
Moo 0 s) = du 0 s + (—1产_)0；八 Vs, 
where in the last term cu is wedged with the one-form part of Vs. We let ^v be 
the adjoint of c?v with respect to the inner product on A* (g) E induced by 
{u) 0 5, T] 0 s') = / g(u;, 77) (5, s') dvol. 
JM 
We now extend 丁 to an endomorphism on A* � E by T(cj x 5) 二 丁⑴③ s. We 
denote the ±1 eigenspaces of r by A|, then define the twisted signature operator 
D^ = c?v + ^v : A j ~> A^. 
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and its index is 
index(i^v) = [ {Lk{ng)P{n^))2k, 
JM 
for some characteristic form P applied to the curvature Qy of V. When we define 
the Chern character ch(^) = [ch(Qy)] e 0 ^ ifJ^(M) of E by 
卜 ] n 
n ch •. =xx< 
i=0 
\ 入几 
then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.4 index(Z)v) = fj^,,(Lk(ng)ch(Qv))2k-
Now, let M be a complex Hermitian manifold of complex dimension n, and 
E a holomorphic Hermitian bundle over M with a compatible connection of 
type (1,1). Let 0{E) be the sheaf of holomorphic sections of E, and define the 
arithmetic genus to be 
X{M-,E) 二 ^{-iydimH^{M,0{E)), 
p 
where HP{M,0{E)) denotes the sheaf cohomology groups of E. Let Bs be the 
holomorphic exterior derivative 8 coupled to the connection on E as with the 
twisted signature operator, and 
dE + 岛 ： 0 L^A0'2^(M, E) ^ 0 Llo'2^(M, E) 
k k 
acts on the L^ spaces of E valued (0, 2A:)-forms. The Dolbeault theorem and 
the Hodge theorem yield x(M; E) = index(^ + B%). Finally, define the Todd 
polynomial by the power series 
/ A , \ 
丄 2n . 
Td •.. = E r ^ -
台 1 - — 
� 2^n 少 
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Theorem 5.5 (Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Theorem) 
x{M;E)= [ (Td(%)chpv))2n 
JM 
Here g is the Hermitian structure on the complexified tangent bundle of M. 
Roughly speaking, there is an index theorem for any operator which has a 
good Hodge theory. The Atiyah-Singer index theorem gives the result for the 
general case, elliptic differential operator. It identifies the index of an elliptic 
operator over M with the integral over TM of a characteristic class on TM. This 
characteristic class has two components: (i) the Chern character of the symbol 
bundle a = a{D, E, F), a vector bundle associated to the date {D, E, F), and (ii) 
the Todd class Td(M) of TM 0 C, the complexified tangent bundle. 
Theorem 5.6 (Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem) Let E, F be complex vector 
bundles over a compact manifold M, and let D : F(E') — F(F) be an elliptic 
differential operator. Then 
index(_D) - (—1广 f ch{a{D, E, F))Td(M). 
JTM 
For geometric operator, the right hand side of the index theorem can be 
rewritten as the expected integral over M. Hence we can follow the line from the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. 
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Notation index 
M 5 u * V 15 
T.M 5 Hs{n) 15 
TM 5 e(t,x,y) 2 0 
T*M 5 e—,A 22 
r * M 5 ff,'^(M) 33 
9 5 x{M) 34 
"“.，.） 5 V 36 
di 5 1% 37 
dvol 6 7 7 38 
仅：TM — T*M 7 //s 3 9 
C^A^T*M 7 a^ 40 
C - A * T * M 7 a: 40 
L^{M,g) 7 End(A*F*) 40 
L^A^T*M 8 {A,B} 40 
V f 8 Au 42 
divX 9 (—1)尸 43 
A, A^ 9，13 ei 44 
r (TM) 10 ^ 44 
* = *T ： A^T*M "> A^-^T^M 10 Str 44 
sgn (cr) 12 R = ^ ¾ 0 dx^ � dx^ 0 dx^ 48 
l.lls 14 Rij 51 
D^ 15 V* 53 
u 15 Sk 66 
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Hk 68 
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